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EDITORIAL

Dear Merchant Payment Professional, 
 
There is a month after the Biggest European Payment
Acceptance event "MPE 2020 CONFERENCE” on Feb 18-20, in 
Berlin and we believe it is now the right time to recap its key 
highlights and moments.

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERYBODY FOR PARTICIPATING ... IT 
WOULD CERTAINLY NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT YOU!

Before you dive into the reading about MPE’s key moments, I 
would like to mention a few interesting milestones and facts 
about MPE2020 conference:

MPE2020  KEY NUMBERS:
1,200 PARTICIPANTS, 155 SPEAKERS, 280 MERCHANTS 75 SPON-
SORS

Over 1200 merchants, acquirers, PSPs, banking, FinTechs, Reg-
Techs, software, and technology leaders gathered in Berlin to 
explore the upcoming regulation, POS and Payments innova-
tion and business models around merchant payments prod-
ucts and services.

MPE2020 has also become the European event with the big-
gest merchant presence; its Merchant Hosted Program attract-
ed this year the record number of 280 merchants from various 
merchant categories. 

This post-conference Issue of MPE POSitivity Magazine is 
bringing you some of the most important themes from this 
year’s event along with highlights from the conference chairs 
and insights by the community members of the merchant pay-
ments ecosystem.

CORONAVIRUS AND HOW IT‘S CHANGED THE PAYMENTS WORLD

Just few weeks after the MPE2020 conference, the new highly 
contagious virus jumping from China to the Europe has caught 
us by surprise. Everyone feels the high level of uncertainty due 
to COVID-19 and our hearts are with those who are being af-
fected by this crisis. 

MPE is monitoring this rapidly evolving situation and is here 
to help our sector. As of this issue we will be bringing you the 
most up to date information and ensure you are aware of our 
support available.

I believe that you will enjoy the reading about MPE2020 & re-
cent industry news!

Natalia Ivanis
Chief Marketing Officer & Co-Founder

Empiria Group (the organiser of MPE)
natalia.ivanis@
merchantpaymentsecosystem.com
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BERLIN

Merchant Payments Ecosystem (MPE) conference & 
exhibition has proved again to be THE European meeting 
place for payments professionals, merchants, banks, 
PSPs, vendors, and everyone actively involved in the               
payments space. 

Established companies, as well as start-ups, came 
together to debate on the latest innovations,
developments, and  trends in the payments space, to 
network and exchange best practices and business 
ideas.

With record breaking attendance, positive feedback 
from participants. We are pleased to share key umbers 
and outcomes from MPE 2020. 

  MPE 2020 was the European
event with the

BIGGEST MERCHANT 
PRESENCE

280 merchants 
representing big brands 

& various merchant categories
attended the conference 

 

 

1200
ATTENDEES

350
C-LEVEL EXECS

155
SPEAKERS

75
SPONSORS

& EXHIBITORS

280
MERCHANTS

v i s i t  M P E  w e b s i t e :

www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com

POST CONFERENCE REPORT

https://www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com/
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Industry breakdown

11% 

Seniority breakdown

Directors, Board Members, Country Leads

Heads, Managers, Advisors

C-level Execs, EVPs, SVPs, VPs, Presidents
29% 

22% 

49% 

MPE bridges, inspires & connects merchants with payment providers from Europe & 
beyond in a cozy atmosphere of the 5-star hotel in Berlin.

www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com

27% 

Acquirers 
& PSPs

26% 

Merchants

31% 

Payment/
Solution provider

7% 

Industry
Experts

6% 

Regulator/
Scheme/MNO 

3% 

Other

2

Geographical breakdown

Asia & Australia

MENA

Americas

Northern Europe

CEE & Russia

Southern Europe

UK & Ireland

DACH

18% 

25% 

23% 

7% 

6% 

6% 
4% 

1 
% 

10% 

France & Benelux

ATTENDEE PROFILE

“MPE is one of the few events that’s 
an absolute �xture in our calendar. 

They’ve done a fantastic job growing the 
event and keeping the human touch. 
Their networking is excellent and the 

content is consistently good“

DAVID BIRCH
 Director @ Consult Hyperion and MPE Chairman
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https://www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com/files/documents/mpe_2020_brands.pdf


MPE PHOTO GALLERY
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INSPIRING DISCUSIONS
& WORKSHOPS 

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
ON 4 STAGES 

EXPERIENCE MPE 2020

Click here to play

4

2 EXCLUSIVE DINNERS &
ENDLESS NETWORKING

MPE AWARDS 

MPE PHOTO GALLERY

MPE VIDEO GALLERY

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Fra8L-TKjejQ_Ls4jwUzgQHATa1P2alC
https://www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com/intelligence#videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49PYeCf24c8&feature=youtu.be
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SAID & WROTE ABOUT MPE

www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com

MPE 2020 highlights 
& summaries

9

by click here to open  

by click here to open  

by click here to open  

by click here to open  

by click here to open  

MPE 2020 
video coverage  

by click here to open  

by open 1st video here 

open 2nd video here 

by click here to open  

by click here to open  

MPE 2020 is perfect place
for announcements

click here to read  

click to see the post  

https://ibanxs.eu/ibanxs-at-merchants-payments-ecosystem-berlin-2020-event-highlights/
https://thepaypers.com/payments-general/mpe-2020-flashbacks-setting-the-tone-of-the-payments-industry--1240952
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/reflections-first-mpe2020-rory-o-neill/?trackingId=Z49FL/WcRPSKKp6tbpKuqg==
https://medium.com/payconiq/payments-data-adaptation-and-apis-main-topics-at-the-mpe-2020-event-18534c95682f
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/innovation-payment-sector-bitcoin-libra-co-mpe-2020-frank-meier/
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/81524/bpc-launches-stand-alone-payments-business
https://www.finextra.com/latest-videos?searchterm=merchant%20payments%20ecosystem
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/barclaycard-business_mpe2020-payments-activity-6636313479479468032-ubza/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/paul-adams-a2a9909_mpe2020-payments-activity-6635915475110907904-buxI/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cKYo9SPTVg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/fintech-finance_fintech-paytech-payments-activity-6638474379313324032-OPu1/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mauritsdekker01_payments-growth-scalingup-activity-6637253095338373120-tsGx


planetpayment.com
60+
markets

100+
partner banks

400,000
merchants

€23bn
transaction value

How do luxury retailers deliver an 
exceptional customer payment experience 
and increase international spend?

Want to know how you can leverage the digital 
landscape to drive footfall?

Join CMO Rory O’Neill 

Day 1 11:25-13:05 on 18 Feb  
Day 2 11:30-13:05 on 19 Feb

We are exhibiting  
on stand W09
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Alan Moss
Head of Fintech & Payments

BluSpecs
(chair Day 0, Common program)

Rabinovitz from Riskified, which uses its comprehensive 
AI platform to combat fraudulent attacks and improve 
the online customer experience. Whilst highlighting the 
growing threat of customer account takeover in addi-
tion to transactions made with stolen card data, Efrat 
also showed how fraud has become more sophisticated 
in recent years, evolving from an amateur or semi-pro-
fessional activity, to the deployment of complex pur-
pose-made fraudulent algorithms and the leveraging of 
bots to scale up attacks. To combat this growing threat, 
an effective fraud solution needs to be highly reactive, 
accurate and fast, without adding needless friction to 
the legitimate customer’s shopping experience.

Our Day 0 programme then continued with a journey 
through some of the value-added applications and ser-
vices that merchants are able to deploy alongside their 
core card payments offer. Whilst designed to encourage 
a more sticky relationship with the customer, or provide 
additional business insights, these services ultimately 
need to measured by their ability to drive footfall and 
increase spend, or otherwise deliver operational effi-
ciency. We concluded with a review of alternative pay-
ment methods (APMs), from online and mobile wallets 
through to schemes based on bank transfer, instalment 
payments or even cryptocurrencies. The role of add-
ing APMs alongside traditional card payments, drove 
a hot debate as to the potential cost benefits of some 
of these non-card-based schemes, especially given the 
lack of clarity on the ability to manage refunds or handle 
chargeback disputes. A great endpoint to our introduc-
tory session, which provided a very topical springboard 
into the main conference programme.

We were joined by over 70 merchants for an introduc-
tory session into retail payments, providing insight into 
industry landscape, core technologies and evolving 
trends. Starting with the basics, we went through key 
concepts like the four-party model, MSCs and inter-
change, and identification of key ecosystem players, 
before reviewing some of the main acceptance environ-
ments and technological platforms for instore, online 
and omnichannel card acceptance.

As expected, there was some lively discussion regarding 
pricing models for specific card types, from fully blend-
ed to interchange++, and strong interest in the impact 
of the latest wave of mergers and acquisitions among 
acquirers and processors, and whether there is scope for 
further consolidation in the payments industry.

We were joined Guy Douek from SafeCharge, who 
shared the results of an online survey the company has 
conducted into the changing dynamics of the payment 
function and its growing role in merchant organizations 
across the globe. In addition to commenting on the re-
sults, further insight was provided by Lev Yakimov, who 
manages payments at Gett, the on-demand mobility 
company. The survey results revealed how payments 
strategies have had a measurable impact on driving rev-
enue increase, as well as reducing operating costs. This 
has led to the payments function becoming a greater 
source of competitive advantage and performance en-
hancement especially where fully integrated as a dedi-
cated team in the merchant organization.

We also spent time looking into the growing threat of 
eCommerce fraud, guided by the expert hand of Efrat 
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Ron van Wezel
Senior analyst

Aite Group
(chair Day 1, Track ONE)

This is the one event that I look forward each year!
Burak Kutlu, General Manager, Payten

ACI, PPRO and Rapyd support 100-s of alternative 
payment methods around the world.

Session 4: Pursuing strategies to stay in the game

• Payments is globalizing, and providers need to 
support companies in their quest for new markets. 
However, global expansion requires knowledge of 
country specifics such as regulation, competitive 
environments, and local payment methods.

• PSPs are faced with a number of challenges as their 
cost base is increasing as a result of more regula-
tion, KYC/AML compliance costs, data protection 
and localization requirements. At the same time, 
increasing competition leads to pressure on rev-
enues.

• In response, PSPs must develop value added ser-
vices that merchants are willing to pay for. Such 
VAS should help merchants to increase conversion 
while keeping customer friction to a minimum. 
One area of interest are services that leverage in-
formation from multiple merchants, e.g., for credit 
scoring or customer insights. Identity proofing ser-
vices are another example.

• HPS presented an interesting case study of one of 
the largest fintech firms in Indonesia that launched 
a merchant acquiring platform for SMBs (using the 
PayFac model).

Session 3: The transformation, or the end of global 
acquiring?

• Acquiring is globalizing at scale, driven by M&A. 
The recent merger between Worldline and Ingeni-
co is another example after the mega-mergers an-
nounced last year (FIS/Worldpay, Fiserv/FirstData, 
Global Payments/TSYS). However, growth in card 
payments globally is forecasted to slow going for-
ward as a number of alternative payment methods 
emerge.

• Payments continue to be the focus of public policy, 
leading to new regulation and creation of stan-
dards. Examples are open banking and real-time 
payments.

• Ownership and usage of data is increasingly con-
trolled by the customer. The principles of GDPR 
are implemented globally both through regulation 
(Australia, California) and through unified data 
protection policies of global firms.

• Payment acceptance is democratized as SMEs get 
access to “plug and play” card acceptance solutions 
that can be integrated with cloud-based POS sys-
tems. Providers such as SumUp now extend their 
services to card issuance as well.

• Globalization of payment acceptance requires mer-
chant support of local payment methods next to 
international brands. Factors to consider are speed, 
security, acceptance, and cost. Providers such as 
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Janusz Diemko
Payment consultant / angel 

investor
JD Payments Consulting

(chair Day 1, Track TWO)

Session 4: Retail POS innovations and trends; cov-
ered three different approaches to enabling card 
acceptance on mobile devices

Sam Shawki of Magiccube dsicussed their technology 
to turn any touchscreen into a payment device, via an 
EMVCO certified software trusted execution environ-
ment, in essence a data vault for the payment transac-
tion credentials. Risto Savolainen of iAxept described 
how their app on android devices allows a contactless 
card to be used turning the consumers phone into an 
acceptance device for card not present transaction 
which can also alleviate the problems with SCA for 
issuers and consumers. France Leduc of Mobeewave 
discussed the journey the company took to getting a 
solution for payment on screen to market, recently in 
cooperation with Samsung. Globally we are still at the 
beginning of the journey for expansion of acceptance 
on touchscreen devices which in the first phase will 
by for merchants new to acceptance but eventually 
will lead to replacement of the current POS and pin-
pad infrastructure.

Session 3: RETAIL 2030; looked at the new technol-
ogies that can enable the provision of consumer 
centric value add, seamless, frictionless and inte-
grated shopping experiences for consumers

Andrew Vorster in his Back to the Future of Payment 
presentation showed that the personal face to face re-
tail experience of 40 years ago is still to be matched 
by modern technology. Eveline Witlox of ING talked 
about IOT and the need for smooth technological 
implementations enabling frictionless services over-
coming the challenges of trust, integrations, security, 
privacy. James Booth of PPRO forecast that the pace 
of change in the next 10 years is expected to be even 
quicker that the last 10 which in themselves saw an 
explosion in numbers payment instruments and com-
plexity of the payments landscape. Michel Legier of 
Payone spoke about next generation payments and 
the need for innovation to be borne out of in-depth 
understanding of consumers needs and problems 
and implementing technology that solves these 
needs whilst adding consumer value; and the need 
for marketing to be at the forefront of this journey 
of discovery. Anna Pulatna of IKEA in the panel dis-
cussion underlined the complexity in payments that 
merchants need to deal with and in a complex retailer 
such as IKEA the complexity of the customer journey 
online and in store varying greatly by the product. IN 
summary consumer behaviour and habits are forcing 
disruption on the industry, with mobile phone and 
social apps allowing immediacy and a frictionless ex-
perience which consumers expect. IOT, data and AI / 
machine learning, biometrics and voice commerce, 
personal bots will be areas of technology that need to 
be integrated into a seamless experience in-store and 
virtually. This will require regulation to enable contin-
ued trust around privacy data and security required 
to drive growth whilst enabling data to be traded for 
valuable rewards and information.
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Simon Stokes
Senior Partner, Payments & 

FinTech
Greenings International

(chair Day 1, Track THREE)

The second panel stemmed from a survey of senior lead-
ers in Payments conducted by Greenings International 
and Parkhouse Bell. This research focused on the im-
portance and benefits of networking in the payments 
sector, attracting and retaining talent in a competitive 
landscape and how to improve diversity and balanced 
leadership for the benefit of all.

As merchants and payments companies increasingly 
seek to gain advantage and differentiate themselves 
through their ‘people talent’, competition to secure tal-
ent is intensifying. This creates a challenge for many or-
ganisations as they seek to fill key roles and to source, 
develop, and retain individuals with desirable skills.

These dedicated People for Payments panel sessions fa-
cilitated thought leadership, the sharing of practical ex-
periences and highlighted the demand for a educational 
learning platform for the Payments sector. Look out for 
more from #peopleforpayments

MPE 2020 – People for Payments #peopleforpay-
ments

People power took centre stage as MPE2020 launched 
its first dedicated panel sessions on ‘People for Pay-
ments’. Shifting the focus away from technology, prod-
uct plans and marketing strategies, delegates joined 
two panels of industry experts to explore how ‘people 
talent’ enables businesses to effectively implement and 
exceed goals and KPIs.

Moderated by Simon Stokes, Senior Partner Payments 
and FinTech at Greenings International, the first panel 
brought together Safecharge and Edgar Dunn who had 
commissioned research into the ‘7 habits of successful 
‘new’ payments leaders’. Joined by EasyJet, the panel 
enabled a rich discussion into the positive impact a pay-
ments function can have on your business growth, prof-
itability and customer experience. Download your free 
copy of the research at https://www.safecharge.com/
whitepapers/.

‘‘MPE is by far the best payments event of the year for 
networking and atmosphere in particular. It's my third 
year attending and I always get real value and enjoy-
ment from being here.
Helen Owen, Director and Owner, Expression Marketing
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Neira Jones
Independent Advisor &
International Speaker

(chair Day 1, Track FOUR and Day 
2, morning Plenary session)

thought provoking panel on “Private Equity coming of 
age”, moderated by Kai-Chriatian Klaus @EY Parthenon, 
with panellists from both sides of the funding value 
chain, leading on to the 1st keynote by Arik Shtilman @
Rapyd reminding us that cash is still very much alive. This 
was followed by a 2nd keynote by Rahav Shalom-Revivo 
@Israeli Ministry of Finance on how cyber security can 
promote innovation in fintech, topic always close to my 
heart! We ended the morning on a high with the Inno-
vation Corner Live Competition, with 5 mins pitches for 
our three finalists, and a tough grilling for each contes-
tant from our Dregon’s Den-style judges! It was tough, 
and it was close, so congratulations to the 2020 winner, 
SoftPos, with their solution that converts any Android 
8.0 (and above) device into a payment acceptance ter-
minal.

Final words:

As always, MPE is the place to be if you are even remote-
ly connected to payments! The dedication and commit-
ment of the Empiria team for making this event bigger 
and better every year keeps old friends coming back and 
new friends joining us. So, see you next year!

DAY 1 – TRACK 4 Startup Challenge

It was my honour and privilege to chair this brand new 
track for MPE. And was it worth it! Having been on the 
conference circuit for more years than I care to remem-
ber, I know how difficult it is to get startups involved in 
entering awards… Well, massive Kudos to the Empiria 
team for getting so many startups to enter, and to our 
most excellent judges (Keren Aviasaf Migdal @ Payment-
sOP, David Parker @ Polymath Consulting, Diderik Schon-
heyder @Schonheyder & Associates and Alfredo Soria @ 
Plug & Play Tech Center) for doing such an excellent job 
at whittling down the many entries to 10 contestants! 
The competition on Day 1 was run like a Dragon’s Den 
session, with 5 minute pitches and then 5 minutes for 
Q&A from the jury. I was impressed with the quality of 
entries and this is just to prove how much innovation is 
very much part of our lives in this industry! At the end of 
the afternoon, the judges had the difficult task of select-
ing the 3 finalists, so congratulations to KnowmeNow, 
SilkPay and SoftPOS for making it to the finals!

DAY 2 – Morning Plenary

We kicked off the morning with an interesting and 

‘‘The mix of merchants, banks and vendors is good and 
allows for some solid exchange of ideas and visions. 
Keep it up 
Quintin Stephen, Director of Strategy, Giesecke & Devrient
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Kai-Christian Claus
Partner, Global Payments 

Leader
EY-Parthenon

(chair Day 2, Session 1)

omnichannel space).

Governance between private equity investors and senior 
management is typically quite informal: daily alignment, fast 
decision making, leveraging relationship networks and pro-
vide access to other portfolio companies. PE firms typically 
provide strong support to the senior management of its port-
folio companies but expect superior engagement and perfor-
mance from the management team at the same time

to 2 years that AISP services should start to take off but that 
PISP are likely to take longer, maybe up to 3 years. This period 
though for PISP could be much shorter in markets like the 
Netherlands where IDEA, a similar PISP solution already exists 
– although today few consumer recognise or feel comfortable 
using such a solution as PISP. It was commented that whilst 
a PSD3 would be nice what was really needed was a RTS2. 
Greater customer protection could certainly become a major 
issue as things develop and it may well be that regulators get 
involved if things start to badly wrong here.

Payments continues to be an attractive sector for private eq-
uity investments looking forward due to fundamental growth 
drivers (e.g. cash substitution) and a huge consolidation op-
portunity generating significant synergies through scale ef-
fects.

Investment thesis include European industry roll-up, contin-
ued growth in eCommerce, strong demand for local alterna-
tive payment methods and product innovation (e.g. in the 

APIs
PSD2 had created a myriad of APIs standards and these are 
unlikely to unify anytime soon. This of course in some ways is 
good for business for the aggregators who can manage the 
challenge created to deliver a single API solution to Fintechs. 
Whilst it would be great to have a single Payments standard 
this was unlikely to happen.

PSD2
The pannelists generally believed that in the next 18 months 

David Parker
CEO

Polymath Consulting
(chair Day 2, Track ONE)
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Rik Coeckelbergs
Managing Director
The Banking Scene
(chair Day 2, Track TWO)

Marketplaces and latest trends in e- and m-commerce

Marketplaces are dominating e- and m-commerce these 
days. Today, these marketplaces represent 29% of B2C 
global transactions, in 2024 it is estimated 70%. Big 
players like Amazon have become so dominant that the 
industry is increasingly more looking for (local) alterna-
tives.

The very first marketplaces, the platforms came from 
China. Today they show the trend to a more diverse of-
fering, a more fragmented marketplace economy. Busi-
nesses look for a way to stand out, and that is hard when 
you, as a merchant or retailer, are just a number.

Finding the right marketplace to build a business on is 
key to be successful in the future, especially if you do 
business on a global scale. Local payment solutions and 
sales channels are the only way forward in that context, 
so choose your partners well. Find the ones that know 
the market inside out, not just the products to offer and 
the technology to use. The customer psychology is at 
least as important.

It is not just about finding the right marketplaces 
though. Companies like Rezolve are already looking 
further with the customer, beyond the single sales plat-
form. In a partnership with Huawei, they developed a so-
lution that merges online and offline and they promise 
their partners an everywhere shopping experience, by 
simply scanning triggers like a photo, audio, location... 
Very interesting developments!

Tap2Pay is another interesting case. This Polish company 
found a way for every merchant to start selling through 
social media like Messenger, Facebook... Not only is it a 
new gimmick for the merchant, but it provides access to 
a much younger generation.

The changing face of the customer shopping journey

The shopping journey will increasingly more be driven 
by mobile. In 2021, more people will have a smartphone 
than running water. The impact on the way we shop is 
enormous, especially in developing countries, where fi-
nancial inclusion remains a struggle. In those countries 
having access to mobile commerce is a matter of life. It 
drives innovation in those countries at a much higher 
pace than it does in Europe for example, from a consum-
er point of view.

A similar trend is visible in Europe, the adoption of mo-
bile is accelerating, and websites that are not responsive 
must deal with the consequences: consumers no longer 
look for solutions, they simply look for another website. 
Mobile is increasingly more perceived as the most con-
venient way to pay online and retailers must follow.

As consumers move to mobile, merchants follow. The 
first movers quickly understand that the advantages are 
diverse, it is a lot more than simply adding another sales 
channel. With mobile, mobile commerce and mobile ad-
vertising, everything is measurable. Smart retailers, the 
ones that know how to play with numbers get a head 
start compared to others.

Strong Customer Authentication poses European mer-
chants with an additional challenge: how to make sure 
that the customer experience remains acceptable in a 
stricter regulatory framework. One of the answers is the 
network tokenisation through the card schemes. This is 
relatively new, and not widely adopted, although the 
advantages for both merchants and consumers are clear.
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Gary Munro
Principal Consultant
Consult Hyperion

(chair Day 2, Track THREE)

In a way, this segment opens a lot of opportunities to in-
novate, but it also creates a lot of reluctance to adopt in-
novation for an end-user perspective. There are success 
stories though, like the MPE Alumnus Enterpay. They 
provide invoice payments, a service that is aimed to fulfil 
the desire of the buyer to pay with invoice because for 
him it saves time and money, and for the seller because 
they get their money fast and securely.

Open Banking is clearly opening doors to a lot more in-
novation in the future. It will be interesting to see where 
we stand next year at MPE.

and online payments are blurring and low friction, is im-
portant in both. This was picked up by Victor Bergmann 
from Google who explained how Google were working 
to ensure Google Pay provided as seamless an experi-
ence as possible. The clear aim is to help the retailers by 
using Google Pay to prevent losses in conversion due to 
friction. The need for SCA in both online and offline pay-
ments has been one of the themes at MPE, with ques-
tions being asked about the payments industry’s state 
of readiness for the end of year deadline. Victor took us 
through Google Pay’s solution, whilst reassuring us that 
Google has no intention of becoming a player in Finan-
cial Services, they want Google Pay to ease the payments 
process to benefit the Google ecosystem and it’s users.

A third approach to innovation in payments came from 
Petr Baron from TBIBank, who looked at how an innova-
tive approach to payments acceptance by a bank was 
boosting revenues for merchants. TBIBank’s merchants 
were in need of a financing solution, so TBIBank came up 

Defining the future of B2B payments

B2B payments are an interesting domain. What makes 
this segment so special is that a balance must be found 
between the right level of convenience, flexibility and 
the necessary administration. With an accountancy de-
partment in charge of the administration, the treasury 
department in charge of cash management and the 
end-user that does the payment, there are a lot more 
stakeholders involved. They all need to be taken into ac-
count when you work on innovation and product devel-
opment in that domain.

Session 2: Payment Innovations in Retail

This proved a popular and fascinating session, with 4 
presentations providing different aspects of Innova-
tion in retail payments, followed by an insightful panel 
discussion. The main points to come across is that inno-
vation is happening in all parts of the retail payments 
ecosystem from premium retailers to more day to day 
retailers, in payment options and acceptance to pay-
ment types offered.

Boris Griesinger from Hugo Boss kicked off the ses-
sion by highlighting some of the issues and obstacles a 
premium retailer has with innovation in payments, Bo-
ris explained that innovation has to come with a good 
business case, so the benefits to the retailer have to be 
clear. Ideally the removal or reduction in the number of 
cash desks in stores would be what retailers really want 
to see, perhaps the developments in Smart and SoftPOS 
will help here. It is clear that the lines between offline 
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Tiller, who focused on the Hotels, Restaurants and Cafes 
sector, where digital marketing, front of house and in-
app ordering, click & collect, social media are all play-
ing a big part in the ability of restaurants in particular 
to grow. The emergence of digital services such as Uber 
Eats, Deliveroo, Open Table etc provide new places for 
restaurants to market and attract additional customers. 
This is only possible if the merchant has a suitable POS 
capable of handling the orders from the different chan-
nels, managing reservations etc. This requires POS sys-
tems to carry out complex operations whilst at the same 
time being able to integrate or remove the digital ser-
vices that are appropriate to the hotel, restaurant, café.

For the panel session we were joined by Zack Powers 
of FareHarbor and Rajat Hubli of Omio. This lead to an 
entertaining discussion of experience booking and pay-
ments in the Hospitality and Travel industry. The focus 
is on enabling the consumer to customise and pay for 
their holiday and optional experiences in a single place, 
whether that be through an airline or broker web site or 
app. Providing the right options to the right people is 
paramount to delighting the consumer and maximising 
revenues.

with a method of checkout financing, allowing custom-
ers to purchase furniture etc with finance at the point of 
sale. By digitising the process, they were able to enable 
finance checks in seconds, whether online or offline, 
thus providing a better payments experience for both 
customer and merchant. The use of innovation benefits 
the bank, merchant and customer, and easily fits the bill 
of providing a compelling business case.

As we move towards a more cashless society and en-
hanced payment options, fraud becomes a larger issue 
for all concerned. Neil Smith of Forter explained that 
with the rise of digital payments, there is also a rise in 
fraud. Friendly fraud is becoming a larger concern to 
merchants, where customers claim to have never re-
ceived the goods, or refund abuse where they wear an 
expensive outfit for an event before returning it saying 
it doesn’t fit etc. Normal fraud rules aren’t able to cope 
with the modern fraudsters, and fraud solution suppli-
ers, such as Forter, are making use of ML & AI to help 
merchants make more informed fraud decisions. Fraud 
is problem for all parts of the payments ecosystem, it’s 
no longer the case that the merchant can rely on Issu-
er systems to check that a card is stolen or not. As the 
nature of fraud changes, so too must the industries re-
sponse to it.

Session 3: Payment Innovations in Hospitality & 
Travel

This is a fascinating area of payments, where there is 
much innovation occurring in not only the payment ac-
ceptance, but the use of data to help the customer make 
informed choices, as well enabling the merchant or bro-
ker to present the relevant options to the consumer. As 
we discussed in the panel session, all of the issues are 
not yet resolved, PSD2 and SCA is proving to be a ma-
jor challenge to the hospitality and travel sector, with 
concerns that the solutions needed to resolve dynamic 
linking may not be sufficiently in place to prevent “soft” 
declines come the end of the year.

Pascal Burg from Edgar Dunn kicked off the session with 
a fascinating presentation on what is driving change 
in the airline sector and how this was creating new op-
portunities. PSD2 is creating a number of opportunities 
around alternative payment types, simplifying the use of 
bank transfers, the emergence of digital innovators such 
as Alipay and LINE Pay. Pascal explained that it’s not just 
the payment methods that are changing, the people are 
changing too, the expectation of faster customer experi-
ences, the use of social media in determining which air-
line / package to buy are all bringing about changes in 
how people travel and interact with travel suppliers. The 
use of digital channels to grow business was a theme 
followed up in the presentation by Dimitri Farber from 

The need for SCA 
in both online and 

offline payments 
has been one of 

the themes at MPE, 
with questions be-

ing asked about the 
payments industry’s 

state of
readiness for

the end
of year

deadline. 
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The most innovative European Merchant payments companies were 
recognised and the winners announced during the MPE 2020 Awards 

Gala Dinner & Ceremony, on February 19, in Berlin at MPE 2020 
conference.

The MPE Awards 2020 recognised the best payment companies in 13 
categories, divided into 2 groups with different voting/judging process.

This year marked a major revamp of the MPE Awards categories to better 
align with new trends & technologies in payment acceptance, as well as 
opening up entries to a broader range of entrants. The newly structured 

categories included 3 new categories:

• BEST TECHNICAL & SERVICE PROVIDER, ORGANISATION
• BEST PISP, AISP

• BEST PAAS PROVIDER

MPE Awards 2020
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PEOPLE‘S CHOICE AWARD winner
MPE Influencer of the Year Award: Daria Rippingale, CEO, 

Bankingblocks

Best Merchant Payments Initiative of the Year Award: Abrantix
Best Payments Transactions Service Provider / Processor Award: Cardstream 

Best ID, Authentication, Security & Anti-Fraud Solution Award: Riskified 
Best POS Innovation / POS Software Payment Applications Award: SumUp 

Best Payments Partnership Award: Vipps, nominated by their customer Ruter
Best Acquirer Award: EVO Payments 

Best Data Analytics, AI / Machine Learning Award: ProcessOut
Best Alternative / Local Payment Method Award: MobilePay

Best Technical & Service Provider, Organisation Award: Chargebacks911
Best PISP, AISP Award: Trustly

Best PAAS Provider Award: PPRO
Best Start-Up Innovation Award: Softpos

JUDGE’S CHOICE AWARDS winners
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This was awarded for the best example of a Payments 
Partnership between any organisations operating in the 

Merchant Ecosystem.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

VIPPS

Winner in category

„The Jury appreciated the fact that 
Vipps created a payment solution as 

simple as sending a sms, 
allowing consumers to make 

payments between each other, as 
well as small businesses to accept 
digital payments easily and get rid 

of cash payments”

BEST PAYMENTS 
PARTNERSHIP AWARD

is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUJIslWedcY&t=
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This Award went to the year’s outstanding Acquirer who has 
developed an excellent acquiring service for merchants and/or 

PSPs Internationally.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

EVO PAYMENTS

Winner in category

“EVO Payments has a long-standing 
tradition when it comes to providing 

an unparalleled service to 
merchants. The Jury appreciated the 

fact that EVO Payments has put a 
fully digital boarding system in place 
and also an innovative application 
called Pricing Genie which assists 

merchants in reviewing pricing 
proposals”

BEST ACQUIRER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otOfOAykFZk&t=2s
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EVO PAYMENTS

Winner in category

“EVO Payments has a long-standing 
tradition when it comes to providing 

an unparalleled service to 
merchants. The Jury appreciated the 

fact that EVO Payments has put a 
fully digital boarding system in place 
and also an innovative application 
called Pricing Genie which assists 

merchants in reviewing pricing 
proposals”

BEST ACQUIRER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

is

2020

This Award went to the most influential payment provider for 
the significant contribution to the growth and development of 

the merchant payments industry during the last year.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

DARIA RIPPINGALE

Winner in category

The MPE Influencer of the Year award 
goes to the individual (or team) who 
has provided a significant contribu-

tion to the development of the 
Merchant Payments Ecosystem either 
on a domestic or international basis.

Daria Rippingale won this Award for 
her continuous innovating approach 

to the business.

MPE INFLUENCER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmyyKJiX43o
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This Award went to infrastructure providers, professional 
services organisations like consulting firms, HR companies, PR 
companies, Legal companies, security assesors - those who 

provide outstanding services to merchants or merchant service 
providers.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

CHARGEBACKS911

Winner in category

“Chargebacks became a different 
animal when e-commerce started to 

boom ...The Jury appreciated the 
fact that Chargebacks911 has 

carefully thought this through and is 
able to mitigating chargeback risk 
and eliminating chargeback fraud 

also in the internet space.”

BEST TECHNICAL / 
SERVICE PROVIDER, 

ORGANISATION AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zq8oAQqSo9M
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CHARGEBACKS911

Winner in category

“Chargebacks became a different 
animal when e-commerce started to 

boom ...The Jury appreciated the 
fact that Chargebacks911 has 

carefully thought this through and is 
able to mitigating chargeback risk 
and eliminating chargeback fraud 

also in the internet space.”

BEST TECHNICAL / 
SERVICE PROVIDER, 

ORGANISATION AWARD
is

2020

This Award went to the year’s outstanding PSP/ payment 
transaction service provider/processor who provides the best 

overall service to its merchants.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

CARDSTREAM

Winner in category

“Payment is part of a service experi-
ence, hence that some companies 
hesitate to give that experience to 

third parties ...The Jury appreciated 
the fact that Cardstream created a 

platform for white label reseller 
partners to take the market.”

PAYMENT TRANSACTION 
PROVIDER / PROCESSOR 

AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PG4lYI121pI&t=
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The Award went to a Merchant who has the best Payments 
based initiative of the year, or to any stakeholder who has 

delivered the best Payments based initiative of the year to a 
Merchant.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

“Payment is part of a service experi-
ence, hence that some companies 
hesitate to give that experience to 

third parties ...The Jury appreciated 
the fact that Cardstream created a 

platform for white label reseller 
partners to take the market.”

ABRANTIX

Winner in category

“International merchants will 
appreciate a multi-acquirer, 
multi-bank, multi-language, 
multi-currency, multi-user 

reconciliation, and multi-channel 
solution as offered by Arbrantix. 

The Jury appreciated the fact that 
Abrantix is able to reconcile all 

transaction type in a single 
sub-ledger solution.

MERCHANT PAYMENT 
INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR

 AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng48TYg0dU8
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“Payment is part of a service experi-
ence, hence that some companies 
hesitate to give that experience to 

third parties ...The Jury appreciated 
the fact that Cardstream created a 

platform for white label reseller 
partners to take the market.”

ABRANTIX

Winner in category

“International merchants will 
appreciate a multi-acquirer, 
multi-bank, multi-language, 
multi-currency, multi-user 

reconciliation, and multi-channel 
solution as offered by Arbrantix. 

The Jury appreciated the fact that 
Abrantix is able to reconcile all 

transaction type in a single 
sub-ledger solution.

MERCHANT PAYMENT 
INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR

 AWARD
is

2020

This Award went to those who bring open banking services to 
merchant community, and provide best customer experience.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

TRUSTLY

Winner in category

“Make e-commerce simple again, it 
could have been the slogan of a 

politician, but it is essential if you 
want to bring potential customers to 

effectively buy over the internet ... 

The Jury appreciated the fact that 
Trustly delivers fast, simple and 
secure payments in only three 

steps.”

PISP AISP AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOnoHIhSDnU&t=
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This Award went to the Acquirer, ISO or POS Provider who can 
demonstrate real differentiation at the Point of Sale.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

SUMUP

Winner in category

“Connecting a POS device should be as 
simple as starting up a smartphone...
nothing is worse for a merchant than 

having to struggle to get a payment done 
in face of their customers... 

The Jury appreciated the fact that SumUp 
Air simply connects via bluetooth to a 

smartphone or tablet, while SumUp 3G 
automatically connects to the 3G network 
using an integrated SIM card, without data 

cost, need for Wi-Fi or smartphone.”

BEST POS INNOVATION/ 
POS SOFTWARE PAYMENT 

APPLICATIONS AWARD 
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uN5ZfjWm0U
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SUMUP

Winner in category

“Connecting a POS device should be as 
simple as starting up a smartphone...
nothing is worse for a merchant than 

having to struggle to get a payment done 
in face of their customers... 

The Jury appreciated the fact that SumUp 
Air simply connects via bluetooth to a 

smartphone or tablet, while SumUp 3G 
automatically connects to the 3G network 
using an integrated SIM card, without data 

cost, need for Wi-Fi or smartphone.”

BEST POS INNOVATION/ 
POS SOFTWARE PAYMENT 

APPLICATIONS AWARD 
is

2020

This Award went to the winner of the Innovation Corner 
competition for the most innovative start-up company in 

Merchant Payments Ecosystem.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

SOFTPOS

Winner in category

 „Our goal at SoftPos is to bring technology 
disruption into traditional POS acquiring. 
The ultimate focus of our team‘s intensive 

work during the last two years was to 
prove that the current status quo is no 

longer defendable, and mobile 
technologies do offer real and secure 

alternatives to hardware POS terminals. 
MPE’s recoginition of our efforts clearly 
proves that the payment ecosystem at 

large agrees with us and anticipates the 
same, imminent changes to come.“ 

Biser Jorgow, SoftPos Board Member

BEST STARTUP 
INNOVATION AWARD

is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-KclZOmbgw
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The award went to the provider with the best performing ID, 
Authentication, Security or Anti-Fraud system.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

 „Our goal at SoftPos is to bring technology 
disruption into traditional POS acquiring. 
The ultimate focus of our team‘s intensive 

work during the last two years was to 
prove that the current status quo is no 

longer defendable, and mobile 
technologies do offer real and secure 

alternatives to hardware POS terminals. 
MPE’s recoginition of our efforts clearly 
proves that the payment ecosystem at 

large agrees with us and anticipates the 
same, imminent changes to come.“ 

Biser Jorgow, SoftPos Board Member

RISKIFIED

Winner in category

“End-to-end fraud prevention, from Account 
Login over Authorization processing 

incorporating Alternative Payment methods 
to Chargebacks, is key to having a solid, 

trustworthy, and profitable business. The 
Jury appreciated the fact that Riskified 

created solution using powerful machine 
learning technology that enables merchants  

to safely approve more orders, expand 
internationally and fulfill omnichannel flows 

while providing a frictionless customer 
experience”

BEST ID, AUTHENTICATION, 
SECURITY AND ANTI-FRAUD 

SOLUTION  AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yx-C99MxlYE
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 „Our goal at SoftPos is to bring technology 
disruption into traditional POS acquiring. 
The ultimate focus of our team‘s intensive 

work during the last two years was to 
prove that the current status quo is no 

longer defendable, and mobile 
technologies do offer real and secure 

alternatives to hardware POS terminals. 
MPE’s recoginition of our efforts clearly 
proves that the payment ecosystem at 

large agrees with us and anticipates the 
same, imminent changes to come.“ 

Biser Jorgow, SoftPos Board Member

RISKIFIED

Winner in category

“End-to-end fraud prevention, from Account 
Login over Authorization processing 

incorporating Alternative Payment methods 
to Chargebacks, is key to having a solid, 

trustworthy, and profitable business. The 
Jury appreciated the fact that Riskified 

created solution using powerful machine 
learning technology that enables merchants  

to safely approve more orders, expand 
internationally and fulfill omnichannel flows 

while providing a frictionless customer 
experience”

BEST ID, AUTHENTICATION, 
SECURITY AND ANTI-FRAUD 

SOLUTION  AWARD
is

2020

The Award went to any business operating in the Merchant 
Ecosystem who has implemented the best product/service in 
the area of Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence (Machine 

Learning).

click here 
to watch the 
interview

PROCESSOUT

Winner in category

“A solution that can decrease failed 
transactions and optimize payment 

fees in real time will always make the 
grade at merchants…

The Jury appreciated the fact that 
ProcessOut created a solution by 
which merchants can make smart 
decisions in terms of routing their 

transactions in the most cost 
effective manner.”

BEST DATA ANALYTICS,
AI/MACHINE LEARNING

 AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dST_yGLO-3U
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This Award went to those PaaS (Payments as a Service) parties 
offering best payment services and /or best IT platform 

solutions to to banks, acquirers , PSPs and merchants and 
possibly supplemented with managed services.

click here 
to watch the 
interview

PPRO

Winner in category

“The global e-commerce market and the 
local payments market become more and 
more complex.  An increasing number of 
governments understand that the digital 

payments market is key to the good 
functioning of a country, and fewer 

countries want to be entirely dependant 
upon the US...The Jury appreciated the fact 

that PPRO simplifies this complexity, 
offering access to hundreds of local 
payment methods through a single 

contract & technical implementation. ”

PAAS PROVIDER 
AWARD

is

2020

MOBILEPAY

Winner in category

“Pleasing a mobile user audience is 
always difficult. The Jury appreciated 
the fact that MobilePay conquered 
above 80% of the potential Danish 

users and the probably highest level 
in the world of mobile payment 

transactions per inhabitant”

BEST ALTERNATIVE / 
LOCAL PAYMENT METHOD

 AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzHTTCeSHlQ&t=
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PPRO

Winner in category

“The global e-commerce market and the 
local payments market become more and 
more complex.  An increasing number of 
governments understand that the digital 

payments market is key to the good 
functioning of a country, and fewer 

countries want to be entirely dependant 
upon the US...The Jury appreciated the fact 

that PPRO simplifies this complexity, 
offering access to hundreds of local 
payment methods through a single 

contract & technical implementation. ”

PAAS PROVIDER 
AWARD

is

2020

The Award went to the Provider of an ALTERNATIVE / LOCAL 
payment method that most effectively facilitates consumer 

payment without the use of a payment card, i.e. methods like 
OBeP, open and closed wallets, cryptocurrency payments, 

in-app payments, direct-carrier billing, etc. (examples of 
Alternative /local payment method: Sofort, Klarna, IDEAL, etc.).

click here 
to watch the 
interview

MOBILEPAY

Winner in category

“Pleasing a mobile user audience is 
always difficult. The Jury appreciated 
the fact that MobilePay conquered 
above 80% of the potential Danish 

users and the probably highest level 
in the world of mobile payment 

transactions per inhabitant”

BEST ALTERNATIVE / 
LOCAL PAYMENT METHOD

 AWARD
is

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJDIpdWdQTs
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MPE 2020 speakers turned their
presentations into articles.

What they were speaking about? ...

Jarkko Anttiroiko
Founder & CEO

Enterpay

A match made in… Berlin

years. The bank’s aim of participating is to get an over-
view of the latest trends and to spot potential partners 
that can enrich the bank’s offering to its merchant cli-
ents through new innovative solutions or value-ads to 
the existing ones.  

From the stage at the MPE conference, Jarkko Anttiroiko, 
CEO of the Finnish fintech startup Enterpay has shared 
his story and views on the future of B2B e-commerce 
with the audience. And what Jarkko Anttiroiko told 
sparked the curiosity and interest of the German bank-
ing group.

“B2B e-commerce is a big part of the European e-com-
merce market, yet it is often overlooked as most pay-
ment innovation has been around new consumer-fac-
ing payment solutions like mobile wallets. These have 
brought easy check-out and improved conversion rates 
to B2C e-commerce, but has, in a way, only increased 
the frustration of the B2B buyers as they want to see the 
same convenience when they shop on behalf of their 
companies”, Jarkko Antitroiko explained and added the 

Finnish Enterpay and German VR Payment entered into 
a successful partnership after meeting at the Merchant 
Payments Ecosystem conference in Berlin. 

The world of payments is filled with payment provid-
ers, payment solutions, payment technology and the list 
goes on. But none of these will ever deliver value or suc-
ceed in isolation. The key to success lies in finding the 
right place in the complex ecosystem that drives pay-
ments. 

The Merchant Payments Ecosystem (MPE) conference 
has, as its name clearly shows, a focus that goes beyond 
the individual player, solution or service, and tries to 
build the bigger picture by focusing on what creates 
and strengthens the ecosystem around payments and 
commerce as such. 

One of Germany’s largest banks, Volksbanken Raiffeisen-
banken, and its subsidiary VR Payment, which provides 
payment solutions to the merchant clients of the banks, 
has been a regular participant at the MPE event over the 
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German merchants but Europe-wide and maybe world-
wide.”

David Buch is looking forward to returning to MPE this 
year and sharing the success story of the partnership 
with Enterpay with this year’s MPE attendees. Not only 
to drive awareness among merchants of the solution 
that VR Payment and Enterpay have brought to market 
but also to tap into the strong community at MPE to get 
feedback and inspiration to further develop the solution 
together with Enterpay.

The partnership has not gone unnoticed in the pay-
ments industry and both companies are proud to have 
been shortlisted for the MPE Award 2020 in the category 
of “best payments partnership”.

Jarkko Anttiroiko concludes: “As a fintech startup, we 
have chosen to focus on a very specific - some might 
even say narrow - part of the payments ecosystem, and 
this focus has allowed us to create something truly in-
novative. But to bring such a specialised solution to its 
rightful place in the ecosystem, we rely on strong bank 
partners, who can see the value in enriching their servic-
es towards their merchant clients. MPE brings together 
all the right people to ensure top-quality dialogues - all 
contributing to enriching the ecosystem for payments 
to the benefit of all involved.”

merchant perspective as well:

“As a B2B merchant, the cost of onboarding new clients 
is significant - both in terms of time and effort needed 
to do the proper registration and, more importantly, the 
correct credit scoring needed before the B2B buyer can 
place the first order and receive the first invoice.”

The issues that Jarkko Anttiroiko raised and Enterpay’s 
solution to these resonated well with VR Payment, who 
reached out to Enterpay directly after the presentation. 
The two parties quickly decided to explore the options 
for collaboration and now the partnership between 
VR Payment and Enterpay is in place and the first joint 
product has been brought to market.

David Buch, Product Manager in VR Payment explains: 
“The product we developed together with Enterpay is an 
innovative way to handle paying by invoice in a digitised 
environment. With this product, we help merchants to 
digitise their existing invoicing processes and obtain 
secure and fast payments with less risk. All this comes 
with real-time online decision making which makes pur-
chases much faster and can also lead to more business 
at the merchant side.” and continues: 

“This solution has the potential to create a new stan-
dard in B2B online payments by invoice and thanks to 
Enterpay this is scalable and can be adapted not only for 

Evelien Witlox
Global Head Payments & 

Cards
ING

ING’s Global Head Payments & Cards covered topics like 
innovation, payments for Internet of Things and custom-
er journey experiences. She also specifically talked about 
‘Banking of Things’, FINN, and IoT payments in a broader 
perspective. For all of you that were or were not at the con-
gress, Evelien wrote this blog. 

IoT payments are in for the long haul

On the 18th of February, Evelien Witlox spoke at the Mer-
chant Payment Ecosystem congress in Berlin as part of the 
program ‘Retail 2030’, about the future of Invisible Pay-
ments.
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car services: FINN already provides different live solutions. 
But what are the challenges still to overcome to introduce 
IoT payments on a mass level? True, the technology is still 
in a starting phase. Regulation is not there yet, monetiza-
tion of goods into services and privacy and ease of use are 
other hurdles to take. So although mass adoption is not 
there yet, ING wants to stay at the heart of these develop-
ments, since there is a strong believe this will be the future. 

Keeping track of trends & technologies

Customer behavior and expectations keep on changing. 
How ING works with this? Well, we have incorporated in-
novation and Agile working in our WoW. We started with 
working the Agile way in which ‘the voice’ of the customer 
is an intensive part of new developments. Next to that we 
are fostering innovations in this area with our FAB Lab and 
we’re actively looking for co-operations to keep track of 
new technologies trends and better Customer Experience, 
both within the bank and with third parties. With Payvision 
being an important partner for our Merchant Services, of-
fering innovative and international payment services for 
merchants worldwide. 

Are we headed for a cashless society? Who knows. By all 
means, we’re in to make the future of invisible autonomous 
payments and IoT applications relevant. And we invite ev-
eryone to join us!

By Evelien Witlox

Ever heard of Amara’s law? It’s definition: “We tend to over-
estimate the effect of a technology in the short run and 
underestimate the effect in the long run”. This law sure ap-
plies to IoT payments. I can imagine it stills sound very in-
novative and futuristic and it’s not as big as was predicted 
just yet. But the uptake might go quicker than you’d expect 
- since the trend has already started. 

Zooming in on IoT payments

Technologic developments are impacting customers’ ex-
pectations. For instance, we get more and more familiar 
with voice commanding; including ordering goods and 
direct payments. Not too long ago - payment through QR 
code payments were a distant prospect. And look at it now! 

So, IoT devices connected to the internet order and pay 
for food themselves, think of fridges and coffee machines. 
The payments are done automatically and autonomously 
– behind-the-scenes. FINN makes these smart things pay, 
under the wings of ING.  The role of the bank? To secure 
speed, easiness and trust.

What is it we can expect regarding IoT payments? 

Introducing IoT payments on a mass level

From product to services, automatic refills and automated 

Shmuli Goldberg
CMO

Identiq

Privacy Can Supercharge Your Payments 
and Fraud Prevention
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tion care? Because the innovations surrounding data 
privacy represent a great opportunity for companies 
ready to leverage it. 

If you approach compliance as boxes to check, the re-
sulting processes will likely interfere with your core 
KPIs. Whereas taking advantage of the latest techno-
logical innovations can help make your customer ex-
perience frictionless, make user validation more accu-
rate, and block fraud more effectively. 

Leveraging new technologies is also a powerful way 
to future-proof against future regulatory change - 
pertinent in industries that freely share and copy so 
much personal user data. 

If Tech Powers Your Privacy, Your Whole Business 
Benefits

Many of the new privacy-first technological solutions 
are actually solving a business pain-point, not a pri-
vacy one. They’re just doing it in a way that builds pri-
vacy in from the beginning.

Providerless identity validation, for example, takes 
third-party providers out of the equation altogether, 
connecting companies directly. Many providerless 
solutions are highly privacy-conscious, ranging from 
pseudonymous data to full anonymization in which 
no personal user data is shared at all. 

Within payments and fraud prevention, going provid-
erless means consistently leveraging fresh, holistic 
information about users. You start being able to trust 
even brand new users, drawing on the knowledge and 
trust of other companies. The privacy aspect enables 
this and makes it attractive, as well as enabling a com-
parison of sensitive data such as credit cards. 

If you’re in payments or fraud prevention, privacy is 
an opportunity. It’s time to take it - or get left behind.

Data privacy is dominating the first digital decade. 
Consumers, regulators and the media are exploring 
the problems with privacy today - and potential solu-
tions.

Payments and fraud prevention teams have tried to 
stay out of the discussion wherever possible, hoping 
that the compliance team will take care of it. That at-
titude is understandable, as until now their jobs have 
required data, and lots of it.

However, recently new technologies have emerged 
that enable these teams to get ahead of the privacy 
avalanche, actively improving customer experience, 
approval rates and fraud fighting efforts - and posi-
tioning their department and company as protectors 
of user privacy.

Legislation Doesn’t Solve Problems Alone -  It 
Takes Technologists!

Privacy is often pigeonholed within companies. But 
regulation won’t be enough. Technology has a vital 
part to play.

Think about seatbelts, invented after decades of gov-
ernments trying to reduce road deaths with regula-
tions like speed limits. The seatbelt was so effective 
that within eight years the US government mandated 
seatbelts in cars.

Or the Clean Air Act, which sparked a wave of techno-
logical innovation; today our vehicles are 99% cleaner 
than before the Act. That innovation is influencing 
new legislation - which will drive new innovation. It’s 
a virtuous cycle.

Regulation is a balancing act - between public inter-
est, and what the market can bear. Privacy fits the 
pattern precisely; data belongs to the user, but com-
panies are sharing it. Legislation lies between public 
interest and pragmatism.

Get Ahead of Legislation With Tech 

Why should someone in payments or fraud preven-

‘‘Good organization, good contacts, and most important 
conference in Europe dedicated to acquiring.
Nicolas Adolph, Chairman, EPSM
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James Booth
VP, Head of Partnerships in 
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Brave New World:
A Futuristic Vision of Payments

In others, bank-transfer apps are the most popular. Some 
markets prefer e-wallets or primarily use locally issued 
credit cards. In the Nordics, deferred payment methods are 
becoming the norm. 

The result is a global online and digital payments market 
that is now incredibly diverse. And even more complicated. 
Even markets right next door to each other may have very 
different payment preferences. In Latvia, for instance, 49% 
of online transactions are paid for using a credit card [2]. In 
neighbouring Lithuania, it’s just 24% [2]. 

Globally, by 2021, only 15% of all transactions will be paid 
for using the brands of credit cards familiar to most West-
ern merchants [2]. That number is only set to decrease. 

Already, Klarna, one of Europe’s most popular bank-trans-
fer and pay later app, processes €53.4 billion in online pay-
ments every year. Merchants operating in or entering Eu-
rope which don’t support Klarna are effectively saying that 
they’re not interested in any part of that €53.4 billion. And 
this situation is not unique; it applies in markets through-
out the world. 

Local payment methods, as they drive financial inclusion, 
will only proliferate.

When we look forward to the state of e-commerce in 2030, 
personalised shopping experiences are not a nice-to-have. 
They are an absolute requirement. Enabled by systems of 

Over the last ten years, the retail e-commerce ecosystem 
has undergone a wide-ranging transformation. As recently 
as 2010, the e-commerce and payments value chain was 
relatively straightforward: Any eCommerce merchant 
could integrate a payment processor’s front-end HPP into 
their checkout or perform a deeper API integration for a 
customised checkout experience. The customer then en-
ters their card details or other bank details, which were 
passed to payment platforms and schemes for processing. 

In 2020, we are now well into the era of open banking and 
things look very different. The volume of payments has 
exploded. By 2018, global digital payments were worth 
US$3,417.39 billion [1]. This is expected to increase to 
US$7,640 billion by 2024 [1]. Using integrated real-time 
payments systems — which incorporate everything from 
authentication through settlement to confirmation — con-
sumers send and spend money in the blink of an eye. And 
the speed and volume of transactions are made possible 
by the increased use of technology and artificial intelli-
gence to do everything from risk assessment to anti-fraud 
measures. 

But this very visible — and much written about — trans-
formation is not the only way in which the payments and 
e-commerce landscape has been changing beyond recog-
nition. Because while e-commerce over the last ten years 
has gone increasingly global, the way people pay online is 
more than ever local. In some markets, low rates of finan-
cial inclusion make cash-voucher schemes the best option. 
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Adyen

Will network tokenization change the 
game?

Declines start rolling in.

In this case, the subscription service is faced with the op-
tion of contacting all affected users to ask them to update 
their details. Inevitably this will result in some involuntary 
churn. The customers will most likely have to wait 2-3 busi-
ness days to receive their new card in the post, and by then 
they may forget to update their new details. 

If the payments provider behind the service offers an ac-
count updater feature, the job can be made easier by them 
requesting the schemes to update the tokens with the new 
information. That way the user doesn’t have to update their 
information for the transaction to go through.

This problem is not unique to subscription services with 
fixed fees, but affects any business that leverages tokeniza-
tions as a part of their payments set up. Every day cards are 
reported stolen or lost, or simply expire. 
Increase performance with network tokens

Would you like to boost your card approval rates? As you 
may have experienced, not all card transactions are suc-
cessful. Card declines can happen for a myriad of reasons, 
such as insufficient funds, downtime or technical issues on 
the issuer side, suspected fraud or that the card is reported 
lost or stolen.  

While some of these reasons are difficult to control, optimi-
zations can be made to win back transactions that would 
otherwise be rejected. Network tokenization is an impor-
tant, industry-changing standard that can change the 
game in terms of card approval rates in ecommerce.  
Cards: interrupted

Imagine a streaming service that debits users a fixed 
amount on a monthly basis. They tokenize users cards 
when they sign up through their payments provider to 
provide a smooth and uninterrupted subscription. One 
day, one of the main issuing banks has an incident which 
causes them to block and replace a large number of cards. 

insights and intelligence, even small, independent retail-
ers will be able to cater to the most specific of customer 
preferences, including offering the payment methods their 
customers like best. 

The best brands do this already. Those who don’t will strug-
gle to make it to 2030. 

1. https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/digital-payments-
market-2019-global-industry-trends-share-size-demand-growth-
opportunities-industry-revenue-future-and-business-analysis-by-
forecast-2024-2019-05-15

2. Original PPRO research

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/digital-payments-market-2019-global-industry-trends-share-size-demand-growth-opportunities-industry-revenue-future-and-business-analysis-by-forecast-2024-2019-05-15
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/digital-payments-market-2019-global-industry-trends-share-size-demand-growth-opportunities-industry-revenue-future-and-business-analysis-by-forecast-2024-2019-05-15
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/digital-payments-market-2019-global-industry-trends-share-size-demand-growth-opportunities-industry-revenue-future-and-business-analysis-by-forecast-2024-2019-05-15
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/digital-payments-market-2019-global-industry-trends-share-size-demand-growth-opportunities-industry-revenue-future-and-business-analysis-by-forecast-2024-2019-05-15
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mance and result in conversion uplifts.These tokens are 
trusted more by issuers, have real time account updater 
built in so they are always up-to-date, and are supported 
by all major card networks. Adyen combines network to-
kens with machine learning to prevent declines and im-
prove approval rates.

Want to find out more? Contact us about network tokens 
on adyen.com/contact. 

With network tokens, such problems are made obsolete. 
Network tokens are a new secure card token from EMVCo, 
designed entirely with ecommerce flows in mind.  If a card 
is reported stolen or missing, or has to be swapped for an-
other reason, the token is immediately updated as to not 
interfere with online transactions. 

In combination with a global payments platform such as 
Adyen, network tokens can be used to increase perfor-

Maurice Jongmans
Chairman

VBIN - United Dutch
Payment Institutions

PSD2 in the Dutch ecosystem
The calm after the storm or the calm before the storm?  

reach.
• The Netherlands is leading the worldwide B2C e-

commerce (top 1)

On February 19th, 2019, the second Euro-
pean Payment Service Directive (PSD2) was 
transformed to Dutch legislation. Experts 
are presuming big changes. Even specula-
tions about the new truth are formed. Ex-
actly one year later during the Merchant 
Payment Ecosystem conference of 2020 in 
Berlin (MPE 2020), president of the United 
Dutch Payment institutions (VBIN), Mau-
rice Jongmans concluded that the effect of 
PSD2 is still just a small ripple on the water 
surface. 

The Dutch Payment Ecosystem

For online payments, the Dutch market is 
progressive and unique for three reasons:

• Top 5 Dutch banks have more than 90% of the market 
share.

• Local online payment method iDEAL has over 99% 
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One of the most interesting current trends in the pay-
ments space is the use of wearables. Perhaps the most 
high profile example is the Amazon Ring, which can be 
used to make payments using NFC technology as well as 
perform other tasks such as unlocking mobile devices. 
The next phase of this development is the integration of 
a microphone and speaker into the ring, which will allow 
the wearer to interact with the wearable and issue com-

account.  (DNB & CentERdata research, October 2019). 
Consumers are tentatively and deviously waiting for 
convincement.

3. API-quality: In order to provide the new services, 
banks must open up their systems with API’s. In fact, 
the quality of these API’s is fairly low. There are no stan-
dards, functionalities are missing, and banks did not 
sufficiently test their API’s. The availability still results 
in the necessary thresholds. 

A little breeze or a storm upcoming?

During the panel discussion with MPE 2020, Maurice was 
requested to predict the adoption of new PSD2 Services. 
Maurice is expecting that in the upcoming years, changes 
will take place. Despite the lower adoption grade of con-
sumers, Maurice expects that account information services 
will be offered at large scale within the next 18-24 months. 
Additionally, he expects that we will fully implement pay-
ment initiation within two years from now. When the con-
sumers are convinced, it will become more interesting for 
Fintechs to invest. 

From that moment, the wind will start to blow. There might 
even be a storm upcoming!

Touching the boundaries of digital acceptance

Digital acceptance is vital to the success of virtual pay-
ment schemes, it is important to acknowledge that many 
customers want to retain physical payment options.

One ring to rule them all

This favorable payment ecosystem makes the Netherlands 
an attractive market for Fintechs. Still the first PSD2 pay-
ment initiation in the Netherlands only took place on Au-
gust 2019. This was executed by Online Payment Platform; 
other parties are remaining in absence. 

When we take a closer look at the obtained Dutch licenses, 
the current quantities are considerably low.

Even in the Netherlands, the effects of PSD2 are still minor. 
What could be the reason that even in this favorable pay-
ment ecosystem the new truth is not taking off yet? 

Issues

Despite the attractive payment environment, there are sev-
eral factors bringing along challenges for Dutch Fintechs:
1. The application process for obtaining a license at 

the Dutch Central Bank: High standards and expecta-
tions are applied, as well as considerably long process-
ing times. The strict conditions and rules might even 
effect in a declining business climate. 

2. Privacy: Consumers are reserved when it comes to 
privacy. Research shows that 72% of consumers indi-
cate that they do not want to provide access to their 
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mands – such as initiating a payment.

Biometrics: now you see me, now you don’t

There has similarly been a lot of innovation around the 
use of smart watches to make payments, using biomet-
rics such as finger vein pattern recognition as an addi-
tional layer of security.
Biometrics is a particularly interesting topic given the 
emergence of biometric payment cards. Merchants like 
the fact that these cards are compatible with their POS 
terminals, although they are expensive and the enrol-
ment process is cumbersome. The implementation of 
facial recognition system (e.g. FaceID on iPhone) could 
also be challenging given the number of sensors re-
quired to achieve a proper secure authentication.

Listening to needs

Smart devices such as Alexa are becoming common-
place, yet research suggests many people are only com-
fortable making relatively small payments via voice-en-
abled devices.
These issues underline the importance of ease of use and 

usefulness to the adoption of digital payment technol-
ogy. However, our experiences with customers such as 
TymeBank in South Africa also demonstrate that a 100% 
digital solution is not always the optimum approach.
In this case customer due diligence was an issue, so we 
helped TymeBank install physical touch points in shops 
where customers could enroll, check payments and or-
der debit cards. 

This experience echoes the findings of research in Singa-

pore and other countries where the majority of people 
want to maintain physical contact with their bank even 
if they also have an account with a digital-only bank.

Not just a cultural thing

Paycode is a prime example of the continuing impor-
tance of offering non-digital payment methods. In this 
case an online business – Amazon – is allowing custom-

ers to make physical payments 
for their purchases rather than 
having to use payment cards or 
virtual payment methods.
There is an assumption that 
high levels of cash payments 
are linked to large numbers of 
unbanked consumers, but this 
is not necessarily true. In the 
Philippines, a large percentage 
of the money withdrawn from 
ATMs is used to make in-store 
purchases because disruptions 
to the power supply affect mer-
chant terminals more often than 
the ATM network.

Regulation catching up

There are also regulatory factors 
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that prevent payments becoming completely digital, 
such as One-Time Password received via SMS when mak-
ing online payments not being recognised, across EU, as 
a second factor of authentication under PSD2 SCA.

More than 20 years ago, Bill Gates wrote a seminal essay 
entitled ‘Content is King’. For payment systems provid-

ers, we should now say that Context is King.

In fact it’s beyond King; it’s Context or Nothing.

Spencer McLain
VP and GM of EMEA

Ekata

such as companies creating dynamic promotions during 
the checkout flow.
 
It’s evident that eCommerce is still growing year over year. 
In the next five years, we expect increases by 85%, result-
ing in approximately 25% of total retail sales 1. Meanwhile 
consumer expectations continue to rise. This is apparent 
when we look at services such as Apple Pay, Amazon Prime 
and Spotify. These companies are allowing consumers to 
easily pay for products, receive goods more quickly than 
ever, and access digital marketplaces, all within a mobile 
app.  
 
With this growth in eCommerce, online fraud is continuing 
to increase and card-not-present authorization rates are 
still low (~82% in card-not-present vs 98% in card present 
2). Customer insult is problematic as consumers will stop 
shopping at retailers that decline them. False decline rates 

The second regulatory Payment Services Directive, PSD2, 
is forcing an increased shift from post-authorization risk 
assessment to pre-authorization with its Strong Customer 
Authentication (SCA) guidelines. Yet there are many ben-
efits beyond checking a box for the regulation that pre-
authorization provides. Merchants stand to make notable 
gains from the use of pre-authorization checks, making 
this payment process more important than ever. 

What are these notable gains of pre-authorization screen-
ing? First, it minimizes checkout friction for good consum-
ers by only applying friction on the risky cohort of transac-
tions. Merchants save money as only good traffic will be 
sent through the payment rails, leading to increased issuer 
authorization rates over time. Moreover, a robust and ac-
curate pre-authorization checkout will reduce operational 
costs for merchants, such as the need for a manual review 
team. It also enables new experiences for the consumer, 

The New Landscape of Payments:
The Rise of Pre-authorization Risk Assessment

https://www.emarketer.com/content/whats-driving-the-top-five-retail-ecommerce-markets-worldwide
https://risk.lexisnexis.com/insights-resources/research/2017-tcof
https://1zmiiq24oo5a7l1r624eayhp-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Javelin-Report-for-NuData-Overcoming-False-Positive-Declines-in-E-Commerce-NuData-Security.pdf
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transforming the webstore visitors into actual buying 
customers.

Usually Payment, the last part of the journey is not a part 
of this quest for optimized and frictionless online shop-
ping. Some companies look at the different payment 
methods offered and wish to have a one-page checkout, 
and that’s about it.

In today's fast-paced and hyper-specialized e-commerce 
driven world, we see many lost opportunities in optimiz-
ing conversion and success rate in online shopping.
Online merchants work with a myriad of specialists, 
companies, and departments focused on optimizing 
their part of the customer journey. Think of designers, 
digital marketers, content writers, social media special-
ists, SEO/SEA managers, and many more, all involved in 

acquirers and Payment Service Providers from 14 countries, 
who represent over 60% of the card-not-present transac-
tion volume in Europe. Our goal was to understand the 
impact of market forces, notably PSD2, and how compa-
nies are dealing with the opportunities and challenges. We 
found that very few acquirers are treating PSD2 and TRA as 
a strategic differentiator, and that is a mistake. 

Although there’s uncertainty about the future of the pay-
ments landscape with PSD2, acquirers who invest in robust 
TRA solutions will gain a competitive advantage that allows 
them to differentiate themselves from their competition.

1 Business Insider Intelligence estimates, Ecommerce Foundation, eMar-
keter 2018
2 LexisNexis: The 2017 True Cost of Fraud Report
3 Javelin False Positive Study

are over three times the rate of existing card fraud 3. 
 
To enable more approvals, we need to address the prob-
lem around lack of data sharing from merchants to issuers. 
Merchants make decisions on data such as identity infor-
mation, shopping cart details and purchase history. Yet is-
suers don’t get any of this data through the authorization 
rails and therefore aren’t actually equipped to make good 
decisions. So how can we improve this as an industry, en-
abling merchants to share more insights with issuers?
 
At Ekata we see emerging regulations like PSD2, GDPR, and 
CCPA as an opportunity to increase intelligent data sharing 
across the ecosystem. Transaction Risk Analysis (TRA) is the 
first real standardized mechanism to allow merchants to 
share intelligence with issuers.
 
Recently, we commissioned a third party firm to survey 36 

Sunil Jhamb
Chief Executive Officer

Newgen Payments

Breaking the Silos between E-Commerce 
and Payments

https://1zmiiq24oo5a7l1r624eayhp-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Javelin-Report-for-NuData-Overcoming-False-Positive-Declines-in-E-Commerce-NuData-Security.pdf


directly through a social media platform like 
Facebook or Instagram? And therefore, lever-
aging the complete social media machinery 
to drive payments and not just a brand recog-
nition. Bypassing the product page and rout-
ing them directly to the payment page, we 
also cut out a few extra steps in the process. 
One less step means one less place where visi-
tors could drop off. Obviously, the payment 
page should be fully customizable in the 
merchants’ look and feel, ensuring trust and 
continuity. The best part about this strategy, 
Sell-on-Social Media can be utilized without 
any design or technical effort from the     mer-
chants’ marketing- or product manager.

Another example is the customer quadrant in 
the payment dashboard. This quadrant gives 
insight into which customers are lagging, im-
proving or leading. With an inbuilt email tool, 
marketers can engage laggards directly with 
new products, or reward the best clients with 
special offers.   

What are the conversion-boosting features 
a payment company could offer and devel-
op?

As a payment company, you want to understand visitors’ 
behaviour and their shopping pattern, new payment 
products can be developed, and old ones be improved 
or customized.

Examples of these innovative payment products are: 

Split payments - an intuitive and easy way for a group 
of people to buy products or services and split the pay-
ments among them. The person initiating the payment 
enters email addresses of the co-payers and split the 
ratio/amount to be paid by the other buyers. The other 
buyers will receive instantaneous email with a payment 
link, once the transaction is completed by all the buyers, 
the product is shipped. In this way, a father can have his 
kid pay part for the new game or two families can rent a 
vacation house without having to burden the one who 
makes a reservation.

Split payments offer an added advantage for bigger pur-
chases, where a credit card limit has been maxed out or 
account limits have been exceeded to deny a transac-
tion, instead the transaction can be split into multiple 
cards or other payment modes.

Pay by link - helps merchants’ helpdesks to facilitate 
orders by phone generating payment links and receive 
instant confirmation when a payment is done without 

This leaves a lot of business on the table. We see a tre-
mendous opportunity in having the payment partner 
involved in the whole customer journey. One reason is 
that if you combine payments data with traditional visi-
tors' analytics - useful patterns come to the surface. Pat-
terns that help in getting a better understanding of the 
customers' behaviour leading up to the payment.

In this article, we briefly touch upon three ways a pay-
ment company can add value to the whole customer 
journey and help solve merchants' many pain points in 
the process.

How can a payment company help sell more?

First and foremost, a payment company could provide 
an integrated analytics dashboard (example      Google 
Analytics) on their platform. This way merchants can 
have insights on their visitors’ shopping behaviour and 
the dropouts in relation to a successful journey. It helps 
understanding where and why the visitors dropped out. 
This would also help uncover the patterns in dropouts 
that happen after the payment is initiated. This data is 
usually in the dark since website analytics and payment 
analytics are siloed into different systems.

Payment companies can offer alternative methods that 
marketers can work on within their campaign strategies. 
For example, why not offer somebody to buy an item 



flow. By making sure that the platform is up-to-date and 
ready for new regulations, merchants can profit from 
new opportunities like open banking, 3DS 2.2, etc. while 
maintaining compliance and mitigating fraud.

Finding a payment partner aligned with the merchants’ 
interests and thinking across silos is a precursor to a suc-
cessful e-commerce strategy.

being in a PCI scope.

QR codes - are getting back in fashion and 
are being used in off and online marketing 
and communication materials. Just as with 
the payment links these are easily generated 
in the payment dashboard and have a self-
selected expiration date.

Besides offering innovative payment meth-
ods, payment companies can help increase 
conversion by using payment data to optimize 
experiences.  When a merchant records data 
about a failed payment it can instantly show 
different payment methods. And data can tell 
merchants to send an automated email with a 
reminder when people have left the checkout 
page without finishing the payment.

AI-driven platforms can offer a merchant in-
telligent routing. This makes sure that the 
transaction has the highest chance of success 
against the lowest costs. An acquirer agnostic 
approach is instrumental in a successful trans-
action routing strategy.

A good payment partner keeps the forest 
in view while tending the trees.

And finally, a payment company breaking the silos is 
a true partner when it helps ease the burden on other 
parts of the e-commerce business. Thanks to automated 
reconciliation, merchants can save a lot on back-office 
activities and have much better insight into their cash 

Georgy Sokolov
Co-founder

Wirex

The case for Stablecoins
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Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

Forecasters predict that there will be as many as 40 bil-
lion connected devices by 2022; M2M payments therefore 
stand to play an enormous role in the payment infrastruc-
ture of the future. Fast, scalable, globally available and low-
cost, stablecoins are an ideal medium of exchange for M2M 
payments. Watch this space.

Wirex stablecoins

Payments innovator Wirex has teamed up with Stellar to 
create a stable of 26 fiat-pegged stablecoins. Regulated, 
audited and designed with payments in mind, they will 
enable extremely fast, low-cost and scalable transactions 
anywhere in the world. 

The payments industry is already taking notice. In Decem-
ber 2019, IBM and Wirex signed a token issuing agreement 
in which Wirex will be the main stablecoin issuer on the IBM 
World Wire platform. All World Wire participants, including 
banks and regulated financial institutions, will use Wirex 
stablecoins as a settlement mechanism within World Wire. 

Stablecoins are all set to power the future of payments, 
but don’t take our word for it. A financial stability report by 
the Bank of England in 2019 concluded that, “Stablecoins 
could partially replace or substitute the existing payment 
arrangements.”

Thanks to inherent short-term market volatility, the best-
known cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum and XRP 
are unsuitable for day-to-day transactions and remittance, 
despite the obvious advantages of blockchain-based pay-
ments (high-security, low-cost, rapid processing and no 
middlemen). Instead, it’s fallen to a new class of digital cur-
rencies known as stablecoins to provide a feasible alterna-
tive to traditional banking channels.

What’s a stablecoin?

Stablecoins are a type of cryptocurrency that is backed by 
a reserve asset such as fiat (traditional) currencies, other 
cryptocurrencies or even commodities like gold. Being 
pegged to a stable reserve mitigates the price volatility 
that characterises conventional cryptocurrencies and al-
lows for stablecoins to be used as an effective method of 
exchange across a variety of use cases, including:

Cross-border payments

Studies by the World Bank show that the cost of send-
ing $200 overseas has not changed significantly in recent 
years, despite an overall reduction in price since 2009. 
Conventional cross-border remittance continues to be 
slow (SWIFT payments take up to three days to process), 
expensive and requires 3rd parties to facilitate payments; 
inconvenient and archaic in a world that enjoys enormous 
connectivity and near-instantaneous communication. 

Stablecoin-powered transactions are poised to completely 
change the game: they allow for instant settlement regard-
less of geography, have no pre-funding requirement, and, 
in the case of fiat-backed stablecoins, can be seamlessly ex-
changed into local currency using the existing FX market 
without the need for a lengthy offboarding processes. Just 
as significantly, fiat-pegged stablecoins fall under existing 
financial regulation. For consumers, that means instant, 
low cost transactions and valuable peace of mind.

Merchant payments

Online transactions made through conventional channels 
are subject to a variety of fees, including interchange fees, 
assessment fees, processing fees and billing fees – the list 
goes on. By using established merchant payment chan-
nels, businesses can incur surprisingly high costs. Crypto-
powered transactions offer certain improvements on tra-
ditional payment rails, but are problematic due to their 
aforementioned volatility. Stablecoins remove the volatility 
issue. They allow instant settlement with no chargebacks 
or rolling reserve and circumvent the myriad charges and 
fees imposed by traditional payment processors. Because 
of this, stablecoin-powered transactions could save mer-
chants between 3%-9% compared to conventional credit 
and debit card payments.

Online transactions 
made through conven-

tional channels are sub-
ject to a variety of fees, 

including interchange 
fees, assessment fees, 

processing
fees and

billing fees –
the list goes on.



pers say their retail experiences are somewhat discon-
nected as they switch between different channels. 76% 
of consumers said they were likely to choose a retailer 
offering consistent pricing/promotions across channels. 
For merchants, adopting new revenue-driving flows is a 
top priority to enhance the customer experience, even if 
they are complex or costly. 

So how can AI help merchants have their cake and eat 
it too? 

1. Mitigating Risk at Scale

Capturing a snapshot and understanding every facet of 
the customer journey over time and across channels is 
a bare necessity. Merchants need to know: Who bought 
what? Where? Using which device? Did they use a cou-
pon? What shipping method did they opt for? Are they 
serial returners? Collecting this data helps build a strong 
infrastructure for linking. This isn’t just  simple “joins” be-
tween different databases. We use machine learning to 
link similar data points and detect signals that the fraud-
ster doesn’t want you to be able to connect. We’re look-
ing for the entity behind these purchases, not the ac-
count, so that we can detect fraud and root it out easily.

2. Analyze and Predict

Once we know the contribution margin of each transac-
tion, we can start aggregating bottom-up to understand 
many interesting trends.

During MPE, Elad Cohen, Riskified’s VP of Data Science 
and Research presented the case for AI as a means to 
bridging the gap between merchants embracing om-
nichannel to sell anywhere and anytime, with their need 
to safeguard their revenue.

Consumer demand, along with fierce competition, are 
forcing merchants to quickly provide new and innova-
tive business flows. They’re letting shoppers buy any-
thing, anytime, and anywhere, but are also introducing 
new vulnerabilities into shopping journeys that bad 
players can abuse.

Services, such as expedited shipping or buy online, pick-
up in store (BOPIS), that were once seen as premium 
options, are now standard offerings expected by con-
sumers of omni-channel retailers.  Still, some merchants 
lag behind, unwilling to accept international payment 
methods, or geo-blocking entire regions. But for those 
who are trying to offer their goods in new markets, 
there’s often a tradeoff between their own goals (sell 
safely with the highest margins) and shopper demand 
(to buy without any friction and with the best discounts 
and rewards). And that’s where AI comes in. As mer-
chants embrace omnichannel to stay competitive, they 
are faced with new challenges - and AI bridges those 
gaps.

Merchants with an online and offline presence are slowly 
learning that a true omni-channel experience is impera-
tive. According to a report by Salesforce, 55% of shop-

Elad Cohen
VP Data Science & Research 

Riskified

Using AI to Align Incentives & Drive 
Growth in an Omni-Channel World
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questions such as: Where did these customers come 
from? Is their LTV high? Which segments is the business 
prioritizing? Is the business promoting new, strategic 
geographies? 

2. Feedback loop

• Look for AI solutions that are flexible and can easily 
integrate new insights. Consider how the AI learns 
from its mistakes and how quickly it can spot new 
patterns. Your business should be able to leverage 
these learnings to make swift business decisions 
and avoid sunk costs (e.g. marketing seeing a new 
promotions budget being eaten up with very low 
repeat purchases.) 

3. Accuracy  

How effective is the AI solution at reducing false posi-
tives?

Finally, AI is all about future proofing the business and 
preparing it for tomorrow’s challenges.

As omnichannel further diversifies with more options, 
like purchasing through voice, or automated with other 
sensors, the vulnerability to fraud will grow. Any mer-
chant lacking a sophisticated AI solution will be limited 
in offering a friction-less omnichannel experience while 
keeping fraud and policy abuse low. 

We want to predict the incremental impact of different 
scenarios, like will someone decide not to make a pur-
chase if we don’t offer free shipping? Maybe the impact 
is very small and outweighs the expected likelihood 
of them abusing policies. We need to experiment and 
model these situations at the subscriber level so that we 
can make more informed decisions. AI is the only way to 
make personalized decisions at scale.

3. Provide Context & Business Logic

Blocking a sale due to potential fraud needs to be han-
dled with care. Declining a legitimate customer can have 
negative long-term effects that might outweigh the ini-
tial perceived risk. If we suspect a customer is abusing 
the return policy but we know them to have a high LTV, 
we might consider that information before insulting 
them. Similarly, declining a first time shopper could turn 
them off from being a lifelong customer. Handling the 
risk of fraud or policy abuse needs to be answered in the 
business context.  

So now that it’s clear that AI is a prerequisite for safe 
growth and expansion,what do merchants need to con-
sider when choosing an AI solution?

1. Contextual awareness 

You don’t want a solution that treats every order as one-
size-fits all. Does the AI solution understand the story 
behind the transaction? They should be able to answer 
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high-quality agenda, and networking. 

The main takeaways from the event

The 2020 edition of MPE was not necessarily 
about new topics. People discussed regulation, 
user experience, and digitalization from new per-
spectives, bringing forth new insights and exam-
ples of good practice. In particular, we’ve learned 
some insightful things worth sharing:

1. Payments will be much more integrated 
into the people’s lives and incorporated 
into merchants’ core processes.

2. The European payments ecosystem is 
now focused on the PSD2, SCA, and 3D Se-
cure.

3. When it comes to open banking, industry experts 
pointed out to the equally important sides of it: the 

regulation-driven and the market-driven, both pro-
moting competition and innovation. Currently, from 
a customer perspective, open banking is still at the 
beginning, but everyone agrees that the potential is 

Introduction

Every year, the Merchant Payments Ecosystem 
(MPE) conference in Berlin is the meeting place 
for payments professionals, merchants, banks, 
PSPs, vendors, and everyone actively involved 
in the payments space. Established companies, 
as well as start-ups, came together between 18 
and 20 February to debate on the latest innova-
tion, developments, and trends in the payments 
space, to network and exchange best practices 
and business ideas. Attendees discussed what is 
currently happening in the payments ecosystem, 
what are the key drivers for change, how much 
growth and change is driven by consolidation, 
what is happening in terms of platforms, how 
data and digital currencies are perceived, and 
more.

The conference featured amazing speakers and 
inspiring panel discussions. What this edition 
brought new was Day 0 dedicated to merchants, the start-
up challenge track, masterclass workshop sessions, and 
the voice of merchants sessions, all complementing the 
three days filled with innovation, inspiration, collaboration, 

ibanXS at Merchants Payments Ecosystem, 
Berlin 2020 Event Highlights

MPE 2020 Media Coverage & Blogs
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ibanXS presented itself as the solution for all 
the current PSD2 hurdles

Right before the panel discussion, we presented 
our takeaways from connecting with the Europe-
an banks while building our platform.

In 2018, PSD2 was a debate point, everyone was 
interested to learn more; in 2019, it was a panic 
point, everyone feared it. In 2020, PSD2 is still on 
everyone’s agenda. So why have we chosen to 
address this topic and why is it so important to 
us at ibanXS? 

When we started with ibanXS in May 2019, we 
aimed to make it easier to access any European 
bank, anytime. We realized it was hard to make 

and maintain all the connections, and there was a need for 
a specialized company to work it out for businesses and 
consumers. Therefore, we tried to be that one company. 

It is not a novelty that PSD2 contributes to an open, fair, 
and secure payments landscape in Europe. The ASPSP APIs 
opened up for testing on March 14, 2019, but the avail-
ability and technical stability of the APIs so far are not how 
we’d expected, as testing environments (sandboxes) are 
not available for all European banks. Of course, openness 
is a long process but we were eager to get started and to 
connect with all the European banks.

For us, sandbox boarding procedures were sometimes 
time-consuming; there were cases when we had to wait for 
more than a week for access. Some eIDAS test certificates 
did not work and integrations were only possible with 
around half of sandboxes. Occasionally, APIs were hard to 
find on bank websites as they were unindexed on internal 
and external search tools, and we had to opt for manual 
discovery. In some cases, APIs were missing essential infor-
mation, such as account holder name, IBANs, transaction 
history, and more.

Moreover, documentation on the APIs varied considerably; 
some of it was incomplete. Sometimes documentation was 
presented in local languages only or it frequently did not 
clarify which countries or bank subsidiaries were covered 
by the API.

What is the lesson and why we consider that the challenges 
were a blessing for us? Because it helped us improve our-
selves and come up with a strong offering. ibanXS is ready 
to go the extra mile for you to make it possible to access 
all the European banks. Contact us to learn how you can 
access any European bank!

Source: ibanxs

huge. In the UK, for example, only about 1 million citi-
zens have tried out open banking services of a certain 
form. From the merchants’ perspective, open bank-
ing means another payment method their custom-
ers may choose to use, cash proving expensive and 
inconvenient. Even though fintechs are still introduc-
ing their propositions to the market, over time open 
banking will really change the banking infrastructure.

4. The industry will shift from open banking to open 
data, the banks becoming the custodian of our data. 
However, it might take 5 to 10 years for the ecosys-
tem to really embrace and utilize open data.  

The event did not miss the fun part. Jokes on the cash-sav-
vy Germans, Trump’s Twitter account now seen as the new 
FX driver for the USD, or David Birch’s ‘Facebucks’ (the Libra 
coin) delighted the audience.

ibanXS at MPE

For us, MPE was an amazing and inspiring experience. We 
took part in a panel discussion on open banking, moder-
ated by David Parker from Polymath Consulting, and share 
our insights on what PSD2 means in practice.   

During the panel dedicated to open banking, together 
with Oscar Berglund from Trustly, Nilixa Devlukia from Pay-
ments Solved, and Maurice Jongmans from VBIN, our CCO 
Edy Bruinooge engaged in a discussion that gravitated 
around payment innovation by the new entities (AISPs and 
PISPs), updates, opportunities, and implications for PSPs 
and acquirers. One of the most important takeaways was 
that the industry does not necessarily need a PSD3, but a 
clearer RTS, or even and RTS2. In addition, the industry may 
need two to three years to see the full potential of payment 
initiation and account information services and customers 
perceive the real value brought by the new services.

https://ibanxs.eu/ibanxs-at-merchants-payments-ecosystem-berlin-2020-event-highlights/
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SCA regards other actors as well, such as banks 
and PSPs, but it should definitely not regard 
those 300+ million online shoppers. The whole 
industry is aware of the consequences of non-
compliance with SCA, and no online merchant 
wants to see a rise in decline rates and a fall in 
conversion rates.

Merchants should already have the EMV 3DS 
implemented in their payment flow, otherwise, 
they can go straight to EMV 3DS 2.1. However, 
some schemes ask for an immediate 3DS 2.1 
implementation, and regulatory bodies have 
their own rollout plans. The challenges lie in 
synchronising the compliance activities. And 
more importantly, merchants should not leave 
everything to the last minute. They should set 

their own deadline much earlier than December 2020, to 
make sure everything is in place before the sales boom 
period starts (Black Friday, pre-holiday).

Can SCA threaten the existing PSP–merchant relation-
ships? Only if both parties want it. Normally, their rela-
tionship should be stronger than ever – some PSPs even 
offer to the merchants authentication optimisation solu-
tions designed for SCA.

‘Open banking is both regulatory-driven and indus-
try-led’

This is what Paul Stoddard of Mastercard said. In regula-
tory-driven markets, open banking is able to drive more 
competition and innovation. The implementation of 
oversight bodies significantly changes market dynam-
ics by setting standards or monitoring compliance. In 
an industry-led market, open banking can be a competi-
tive advantage against fintechs. It provides incumbency 
benefits for early participants in industry initiatives – or 
being one of the first service providers (e.g. Plaid in the 
US).

The ‘platformification’ of payments

This is the term that we thought of when hearing so 
much talk about platforms and the ways in which busi-
nesses are looking to upgrade their own platforms. 
Apart from the tech giants that are in a continuous race 

The Paypers attended the 2020 edition of Merchant Pay-
ments Ecosystem in Berlin, and grasped the opportunity 
of charting the key trends of the payments industry for 
this year

MPE 2020 had a diverse agenda and outstanding presen-
tations, setting the scene for what’s about to happen in 
the payments industry, and providing a thorough analy-
sis of the mega trends: omnichannel experience, social 
commerce, real-time payments, new business models, 
super apps, data platforms, and many more. From the 
multi-directional set of presentations, we have gleaned 
a couple of topics that the whole industry should have 
in sight in 2020, so that it can anticipate the next big 
thing(s).

The PSD2 and SCA saga – getting ready for the mile-
stones

Industry experts discussed the impact of SCA imple-
mentation and the way merchants should prepare until 
the next deadline of December 2020. As a kind remind-
er, merchants should consider the following dates:

14 March 2020 EMV 3DS 2.1 Visa mandate for issuers
1 July 2020 EMV 3DS 2.1+ Mastercard mandate for is-
suers
14 September 2020 EMV 3DS 2.2 Visa mandate for is-
suers
31 December 2020 Current SCA deadline – full SCA 
from 1 January 2021

MPE 2020 flashbacks – setting the 
tone of the payments industry



• social media is widely used, therefore customers 
are more likely to use this channel for payments as 
well;

• promotion and business opportunities can easily 
be displayed via a social link;

• it meets the natural requirement of communica-
tion in any transaction.

Super apps – redefining commerce

Social commerce, defined as the introduction of social 
elements to the online purchase experience, is on the 
rise especially in India, China, and the US, as Wei Zhi-
hong argues. However, the same trend can be seen in 
European markets, with China-based apps Alipay and 
WeChat Pay expanding overseas, even beyond their ver-
tical industries.

This led to the birth of the new digital marketplace: the 
super app. And with it, the role of an app is transforming 
– from providing a single service to becoming a platform 
through which promotions reach users directly. The ex-
perts attending MPE 2020 expect super apps to contin-
ue to emerge and expand, as more and more people are 
becoming mobile-first.

The new era of retail

Together with the overall progress registered by the 
ecommerce market, we can observe a steady 
growth of the online retail sector, while com-
merce in general isn’t just becoming more 
‘global’, but also more ‘local’ than ever before.

In this context, merchants that can go past spe-
cific challenges and meet their customers’ om-
nichannel expectations have the upper hand, 
since providing a streamlined customer experi-
ence has become an advantage. As Elad Cohen 
from Riskified presented, merchants want to 
adopt revenue-driving flows, to optimise mar-
gins, and to protect their business from fraud, 
while consumers expect to receive a smooth 
shopping journey across different devices and 
geographies, competitive pricing/promotions 
that are consistent across channels, and fast, 
easy, friction-free checkout. That is why, just 
like the banking industry, the retail industry 

must continuously re-invent itself.

Retail POS – in the hands of shoppers

Sam Shawki from MagicCube argued that, nowadays, 
ecommerce makes up 11.9% of all retail sales worldwide, 
leaving the majority of commerce to face-to-face trans-
actions. These require card readers and terminals, which 

with each other, other companies are changing their 
business model either via partnerships or acquisitions, 
to build the ‘full suite’: rich data insights, frictionless om-
nichannel experiences, multiple payment methods, POS 
lending, account to account payments, loyalty schemes, 
and enhanced payment acceptance systems. In the end, 
it’s a game of volume and big data, where companies 
seek to drive production, lower the costs, and still get 
high margins.

The ‘e’ from ‘ecommerce’ is for ‘everywhere’ com-
merce

Actually, Peter Vesco from Rezolve came up with a 
more interesting concept: Anywhere commerce (A-
commerce). It seems that payment is just a hygiene 
factor. Now, we have ecommerce, mcommerce, social 
commerce, in-store commerce – the industry is clearly 
going omnichannel and beyond channels. Anywhere 
commerce is a lifestyle, the evolution of payments has 
created lifestyles. Considering the preferred payment 
methods from a specific region or country, both the on-
line space and the offline space have their share; how-
ever, the consumers are becoming mobile-first, at least 
that’s the experts’ observation. The smartphone is the 
go-to device for shopping, and in some instances, it can 
also turn into a POS. It has become multifunctional, and 
so did the mobile apps, in order to increase the users’ 
convenience.

Another presentation that triggered our interest was de-
livered by Wei Zhihong from UnionPay, revealing how 
social payments and social commerce may develop in 
the next ten years. Social media payments have a lot of 
potential and present many opportunities, considering 
the large signed up users’ base. Here’s why:
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explored by merchants.

There has been a notable growth when it comes to this 
technology trend in 2019, and payment professionals 
expect it to continue its growth in 2020 as well. Evelien 
Witlox from ING argued that the number of connected 
devices as part of the IoT will reach 21,5 billion in the 
coming years. But the biggest challenges in this picture 
– technology implementation immaturity; security and 
privacy aspects; lack of (international) regulation; and 
monetisation – still need to be addressed, as technology 
is impacting the customers’ expectations. And in order 
to streamline the customer experience, one needs to se-
cure speed, easiness, and trust.

Final thoughts

Tackling key topics – such as the status quo of PSD2, 
open banking and APIs, ways in which to mitigate risk 
and fraud, marketplaces and social media commerce 
changing the future of retail, IoT and retail POS innova-
tion, the growth of superplatforms, and many more – for 
merchants, acquirers, PSPs, and other industry profes-
sionals, MPE 2020 provided a comprehensive analysis 
of the payments industry, helped define the future of 
merchant payments, and provided its attendees with 
insightful tips on how to thrive in the new era of pay-
ments.

We were enraptured by this year’s Merchant Payments 
Ecosystem in Berlin and we look forward to another suc-
cessful edition in 2021!

Authors: Anda Kania, Senior editor, The Paypers & 
Raluca Constantinescu, Content Editor, The Paypers 

Source: The Paypers

are expensive, and it can be a burden (especially for the 
merchants) to operate and maintain them. That is why 
innovation and change when it comes to POS terminals 
is encouraged, especially now, when the new EMVCo 
vTEE certification enables soft POS or Tap & PIN deploy-
ment.

However, there is also a shift in the way in which con-
sumers pay for online shopping, in part due to the suc-
cess registered by contactless card payments, which 
changed the retail POS experience for consumers. Ac-
cording to Risto Savolainen from iAxept, a Kantar TNS 
study representing 2,5 million smartphone users re-
vealed that 94% would abandon transactions due to 
complex checkout, while 55% do not want to key in or 
save their card details, and 33% would buy more online 
if there was a secure and easy checkout process. Ac-
cordingly, companies such as Cellfie and iAxept came 
up with online contactless solutions, turning card-not-
present transactions into card-present transactions and 
addressing issues such as consumer friction at checkout, 
CNP false declines, CNP chargebacks, and payment data 
breaches.

Towards invisible payment experiences – the poten-
tial of IoT

In today’s hyper-connected world, the IoT has the po-
tential to play a major part in micro-payments by con-
verting connected devices into payment channels. IoT 
payments help merchants increase conversion and 
streamline the payments experience, but what is more, 
some of the opportunities presented by IoT Payments 
when it comes to the customers’ journey are not even 

Reflections on MPE 2020

Rory O'Neill
Chief Marketing Officer

Planet

https://thepaypers.com/payments-general/mpe-2020-flashbacks-setting-the-tone-of-the-payments-industry--1240952
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line, will always start on their phone. 

In a world where this generation is 
spending more, we've got to think 
about the phone first, and work back 
from there. Merchants are breaking 
down these payment silos and mak-
ing sure they have the right technol-
ogy deployed towards a single view 
of the shopper. 

4. We should no longer talk about 
alternative payment methods, 
they are just payment methods 

Merchants must have the ability to 
accept payments used by their shop-
pers: International shoppers spend 
four times that of domestic shop-
pers; if you support their payment 

choice, they spend more. Often their preferred payment 
method is their phone.

Eight out of ten of the highest penetrated mobile pay-
ment markets are in Asia, and these shoppers are much 
more likely to set the agenda for mobile payments than 
their counterparts in the West.

There is a growing expectation, especially from Chinese 
shoppers, that their interactions with brands are person-
alised and highly targeted. These ‘mega apps’ provide 
the opportunity to deliver more personalised content, 
offers and opportunities. The beauty of this is how it 
connects shoppers with merchants at all parts of the 
journey.

5. The technology that changed our phones, is al-
ready changing payments

Given the above, is the technology used at point of sale, 
actually helping us? Why do terminals used in store still 
look like old phones? Consumer technology will change 
the payments landscape in store and it will happen fast, 
because Merchants will need to process QR codes, so 
cameras, touch screens, and bio-metrics will be required. 
Our goal is to make that the payment never leaves a bad 
mark in the experience. What is most important is that 
payments, whether in the form of cash, card or mobile 
wallet - should be as simple, smart, safe, fast and as hu-
man as possible - we may never fall in love with pay-
ments, but we may grow to not hate it. 

Missed us at MPE? Want to find out more about Planet? 
Head to our website www.PlanetPayment.com

1. Payments is an ecosystem, and we must put the 
Merchant and Shopper at the centre

All industry shows are guilty of developing content that 
runs a dangerous risk - that they only talk to themselves. 
Payments, like many other sectors, are complex ecosys-
tems, and we should ensure that the industry puts the 
Merchant and shopper at the centre of the ecosystem. 
Too many payments companies talk about "ecosystem" 
then put their own brand at the centre. Our industry 
needs make sure that when we meet, with Merchants, 
we put them and their shoppers at the heart of every-
thing we do. 

2. Why is it headline news, that shoppers will never 
fall in love with payments?

If there was one phrase that was used too much dur-
ing the event, it was "payment experience". In itself this 
phrase isn't offensive. However, our industry is all too 
keen to attach it to sentences like - "we must deliver a 
payment experience that shoppers love”. As a shopper, 
consumer and customer, no one will ever fall in love 
with the payment part of their shopper experience! 

We must of course be religious about our payment ex-
perience and it must balance, speed, simplicity, privacy, 
security and work every time. For those spending mon-
ey, security is an expectation – it should be an ingredi-
ent that does not disrupt their payment. 

3. Mobile rules supreme for Generation Hashtag

Generation Hashtag (those born between 1991 and 
2005), spend up to 1.6 times more than Baby Boomers. 
The ways they engage with Merchants, whether they 
complete the payment in store, on their phone or on-

http://www.planetpayment.com/
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the whole consumer life cycle with a merchant or a brand.

The advantage of VAS is that they offer more to the consum-
er, while allowing the merchants to access valuable data. I 
liked Ghela Boskovich who said that ‘people’s time and at-
tention are the new oil’ and not data. Data is not the key dif-
ferentiator, but a constant flow. What makes the difference 
is how you interact with the right information in the limited 
time and attention you have from a consumer.

Banks and retailers struggle…

Chris Skinner pointed at the radical change visible in the 
high street, with more and more banks and retailers closing 
down branches and stores. It’s two worlds — online and of-
fline — converging towards each other. Digital is in the lead 
and banks and retailers are struggling to adopt changes.

What’s key to survive and thrive is not being ‘strong’, ‘fast’ 
or ‘smart’, but being able to adapt to the new market reali-
ties and the new consumer needs. Adaptability is what they 
need.

The real value lies in the APIs

There are a lot of companies that appoint a Chief Digital Of-
ficer. But is there a purpose for this kind of organisation? Da-
vid Birch thinks not, and he was very straightforward about 
it: ‘CDO is plain stupid!’

This shouldn’t exist as a single role, it’s an intrinsic part of 
who you need to be or who you are as a company. You don’t 
delegate digital, you do it! That is also the fundamental view 
on how a Fintech must operate. Its core consists out of a 
combination of an IT & Product set up complemented with a 
continuous drive to create value & impact. Bringing the digi-
tal step even further is the fact that the API’s you create are 
the real assets and, as such, be the focus of marketing effort 
in a B2B stance.

Truly digital = platform + API + value for your customers, 
all packed in a unique selling proposition that’s not easy to 
copy by others. This is the basis FinTechs should build upon, 
and this is also their key differentiator in an increasingly 
competitive environment.

Author: Erik van der Mars, Head of Product Management, 
Payconiq

Source: Medium

The Annual Merchant Payments Ecosystem (MPE) Confer-
ence in Berlin is arguably THE meeting place for merchants, 
banks, payment service providers and everyone who has 
a say in the payment sector. That’s why being nominated 
among the top three Alternative/Local Payment Methods in 
Europe, was a great recognition of our efforts to make cross-
border payments a reality in the Benelux area.

But the conference itself was very insightful and featured 
some amazing speakers. Unsurprisingly, in 2020, we talk 
about the same ‘old’ topics as in the years before: regulation, 
open banking, data, user experience, value added services, 
and, of course, the digitalization of everything. What chang-
es, and that’s what makes this kind of events, worth attend-
ing, is the attitude towards these topics. As we gain more 
insights, we start seeing them in a different light and this is 
where the magic of innovation happens.

Payments are all about gradual evolution

Whether we talk about regulation or customer habits, noth-
ing will change overnight.

The European payment market is still highly fragmented 
and we’re far from the harmonization intended by the regu-
lator. We talked about PSD2/RTS/SCA in the context of how 
to further evolve to PSD3 or to the second version of the RTS. 
There were also discussions on how 3D Secure is potentially 
killing the invisible uber-like payment, the imminent arrival 
of the East, combined with framing the US as the next legacy 
player in finance.

Of course, there were jokes on the cash-savvy Germans (pre-
senting a card in a cab to pay is still seen as outrageous), the 
beloved Brexit that closes the open banking scene, ‘Trump’s 
Twitter account, now seen as the new FX driver for the US 
dollar and potentially also for the ‘Facebucks’, as David Birch 
has elegantly called Zuckerberg’s Libra coin.

Enrich your customers’ lives

Someone said, ‘Payments are boring’ and I sighed… and 
agreed.

The consumer buying experience is still far from satisfactory. 
People look for minimum human interaction when they’re 
paying. They want simple payments, but a rich buying expe-
rience, which can be enhanced through value-added servic-
es (VAS). And don’t just go for ‘earning points’ automatically 
or a one-time financial bonus; VAS should and must enrich 

Payments, data, adaptation and APIs - 
main topics at the MPE 2020 event

https://medium.com/payconiq/payments-data-adaptation-and-apis-main-topics-at-the-mpe-2020-event-18534c95682f
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Bitcoin, Libra & Co at the MPE 2020

EU payment directive PSD2 - fo-
cus on strong customer authen-
tication

Almost all experts at the mpe 
agreed on one thing: there is still 
a great deal of inconsistency in the 
European payment sector. First and 
foremost, the implementation of 
the European Payment Directive 
PSD2 should be mentioned here. 
Developed to promote modern 
payment methods, the EU direc-
tive is intended above all to provide 
better protection for consumers 
when making online payments.

While first parts of the PSD2 have al-
ready been implemented by 2018, 
the directive is still lagging in terms 
of points such as the obligation for 
customer authentication. In gener-
al, this consists of three categories 
- ownership (e.g. fingerprint/face-

ID), possession (e.g. mobile phone) and knowledge (e.g. 
pin or password). Strong customer authentication (SCA) is 
particularly important for protection against retail fraud-
sters. 

However, the fact that PSD2 only defines the framework 
conditions makes standardised implementation in Europe 
extremely difficult. The combination in which multi-factor 
authentication must take place is thus ultimately left to the 
companies themselves. As a result, only six countries in 
the European Economic Area (EEA) have implemented the 
SCA. The majority, including Germany, Scandinavia and the 
whole of Eastern Europe, have so far failed to follow suit.

Payment Ecosystem in Europe

The example of the Payments Directive PSD2 illustrates 
above all that the payment ecosystem in Europe is in a 
fractal state - especially in terms of consumer protection 
measures. Moreover, the field is flooded with numerous in-
novations. For example, authentication for online orders, 
which is carried out with a bank card and smartphone via 
NFC, or the payment service providers adyen, that devel-
ops software especially for the French terminal provider 
Worldline - to name just a few special blossoms.

140 speakers, over 300 merchants, 1300 visitors: these are 
the impressive figures of the annual Merchant Payment 
Ecosystem (mpe) conference in Berlin. At Europe's largest 
trade fair in the field of merchant payments, high-ranking 
experts discuss the latest trends and developments in digi-
tal payments - with crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin and 
Libra also being discussed in many areas and this year for 
the first time represented in a separate track.

The 13th edition of the Merchant Payment Ecosystem once 
again focused on the key issues of the payment sector: 
Whether online payments, POS developments, mobile pay-
ment processes with credit cards or merchant services, the 
mpe 2020 impressed once again with an incredibly broad 
range of different topics from the deep world of payments.

As in the previous year, David Birch kicked off the event, 
which took place at the intercontinental Hotel in Berlin's 
Tiergarten. The Innovation Director at consult hyperion is 
largely responsible for the organisation and implementa-
tion of the MPE and is internationally regarded as one of 
the leading experts on digital money and digital identity. 
In his usual light-hearted manner, the Briton laid the cor-
nerstone for a three-day conference marathon packed 
with content.
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transactions in terms of technology and costs and will not 
carry the obstructive ballast of the system and provider-
side complexities of the current payment ecosystem. 

Blockchain-based national currencies (so called CBDC: cen-
tral bank digital curencies) can also play a decisive role here 
and ensure strong growth. And this despite all the reser-
vations of the European central banks about Facebook's 
crypto-currency Libra, which essentially results from the 
aspects of a global currency that should be represented by 
the international currency basket. 

Meanwhile, the beneficiary of the hot debate about Libra 
or the Chinese crypto-yuan could be Bitcoin. The relevance 
of payments based on Bitcoin seems to have become in-
creasingly relevant since last summer at the latest.

Merchant and Payments - the future of Bitcoin and Bit-
Bucks

This is also shown by the growing number of providers for 
payments with Bitcoin. BitPay was also represented at the 
mpe with its co-founder Antonio Gallippi. The British com-
pany Wirex is building a bridge to established players in 
the payment sector and is showing really respectable suc-
cess with its crypto-visa card.

The Bitcoin Wallet from BitBucks also plays a significant 
part in this positive development and offers an ideal solu-
tion for local retailers with its POS payment app for iOS and 
Android. As a panelist in the "Blockchain, Cryptocurrencies 
& Merchant Payment" track, Frank Meier, founder and CEO 
of BitBucks, discussed the future of Bitcoin and Co. as a 
means of payment together with Wirex Co-Founder Geor-
gy Sokolov, PumaPay CEO Yoav Dror and Harry Behrens of 
Daimler's Blockchain Factory. 

All in all, the Merchant Payment Ecosystem Conference 
2020 once again set the tone for the upcoming decade in 
the field of payments. However, the dynamic development 
of the past few years indicates that the payment ecosystem 
will continue to grow, not only in Europe - in terms of qual-
ity, but above all in terms of complexity.

The time is right for crypto-payments. It is just not yet clear 
which company will take the leading role in this area in the 
future. However, there is a good chance that @Facebooks 
@Libra, as a disruptor, can become the dominant player in 
the payment sector within a very short time.

Author: Frank Meier, Founder, Bitbucks
Source: Linkedin

Numerous providers and new technologies were given the 
opportunity at the mpe to show that the payment ecosys-
tem consists of more than just the big players. It is precisely 
this small-scale structure of the payment sector that offers 
enormous potential for disruptive technologies and pro-
viders who can take the market by storm. Here, of course, 
the cautious looks were mainly focused on crypto curren-
cies such as #Bitcoin or #Libra.

Disruptive potential through cryptocurrencies such as 
Bitcoin and Libra

In the large payment market, crypto currencies still have a 
small share, which is essentially limited to the online sector. 
At the POS in retail, i.e. at the cash desk, the blockchain-
based cryptocurrencies tend to be unsuitable due to the 
inherent disadvantage of blocktime.

The entire industry is deeply relaxed here, as it knows from 
long experience that in the payment world the frequency 
for changes and innovations is the decade. Even though 
the advance of the mobile payment solutions Alipay and 
WePay in Asia actually speaks a different language.

As if one had not been able to learn at least something 
from innumerable other areas and industries, merchants 
and payment service providers are making the fatal mis-
take of waiting for a customer demand in the payment 
area as well. In fact, this view only justifies their own inac-
tivity and aversion to innovation, which will ultimately only 
lead to one thing, namely that new providers can conquer 
the market with new technologies in a coup de main.

Crypto payments with #Bitcoin, #Ethereum or perhaps 
even Facebook's #Libra will be far superior to conventional 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/innovation-payment-sector-bitcoin-libra-co-mpe-2020-frank-meier/
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L’enjeu du volume et de la « scalability »

Si cette considération est déjà une réalité dans certaines 
régions du monde comme les Etats-Unis ou encore l’Asie, 
un important chemin reste à parcourir en Europe, ou en-
core en Afrique, région qui réfléchit et travaille égale-
ment sur le sujet de l’interbancarité. Créer un marché 
européen des paiements totalement intégré n’est pas 
chose aisée mais l’enjeu est cerné. La preuve avec le rap-
prochement entre Worldline et Ingenico, qui matérialise 
parfaitement la quête de volume. Parmi les prochaines 
étapes phares du marché européen des paiements : la 
régulation et l’open banking qui apportera son lot de 
transformation et mutation des modèles. N’oublions pas 
également la fluidification du parcours d’achat et la re-
cherche d’efficience technologique, objectifs poursuivis 
côté banque et retail pour répondre à une demande de 
plus en plus exigeante des consommateurs. Sur ce point, 
les experts n’ont pas lésiné sur les prévisions. A l’instar de 

Les 18, 19 et 20 février 2020 s’est déroulé, à Berlin, en 
Allemagne, le salon Merchant Payments Ecosystem 
(MPE) dédié à l’évolution du paiement et du retail à 
l’échelle européenne. 1200 professionnels et experts de 
l’écosystème européen étaient réunis à cette occasion. 
Parmi les principaux sujets de débat : l’open banking, la 
DSP2 et l’enjeu de l’authentification forte, sans oublier 
la globalisation des paiements et l’arrivée des big techs. 
Nouveauté 2020 : la prise en compte de la thématique 
RH, considérée comme essentielle à l’évolution de ce 
secteur d’activité.

Le marché des paiements est un marché de volumes. La 
« scalability » constitue donc l’un des enjeux majeurs de 
l’évolution de cet écosystème. C’est sur cette note busi-
ness qu’a été introduit le salon MPE Berlin, le 18 février 
2020 au matin, par son traditionnel ambassadeur David 
Birch, expert du secteur.

Innovation in the payment sector:
Bitcoin, Libra & Co at the mpe 2020

Conference Summary my MPE delegate
Andréa Toucinho, Head of Studies, Prospective and Training, PARTELYA 

CONSULTING in French langaugue
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Paiement & RH : un enjeu d’avenir

Mais le salon MPE Berlin ne s’est pas limité à analyser 
les tendances marché inhérentes à l’écosystème des 
paiements. L’événement s’est également voulu leader 
d’opinion sur des problématiques RH propres à notre 
écosystème. Tout d’abord via un partenariat avec 
l’European Women Payments Network (EWPN), matérial-
isant son engagement sur le sujet de la diversité. Ensuite, 
via un workshop instructif sur l’analyse de l’évolution du 
rôle et de la place du professionnel des paiements. La 
thématique du « talent resourcing » a ainsi permis de 
dégager certaines « best practices » devant être adop-
tées par tout professionnel de cet écosystème. En pre-
mier lieu, le networking, considéré comme clé dans un 
secteur reposant de plus en plus sur une co-construc-
tion multisectorielle et une ouverture géographique. 
Ensuite, savoir conjuguer le « branding » et le « name 
branding », ou, en d’autres termes, avoir une visibilité 
pour le compte de son employeur mais aussi en tant 
qu’expert à part entière. Selon les professionnels, les 
trois défis clés des acteurs des paiements reposent sur la 
résilience émotionnelle – les perpétuelles évolutions du 
marché conduisant à l’absence totale de zone de con-
fort –, l’habilité à « networker » aussi bien à l’échelle na-
tionale qu’internationale, et la bonne connaissance des 
acteurs et des technologies. Le secteur se veut de plus 
en plus pluridisciplinaire, impliquant qu’il n’y a pas de 
profil type susceptible d’être recruté pour travailler dans 
les paiements. La preuve : la totalité des speakers s’étant 
exprimé sur le sujet pendant l’événement avaient dé-
marré leur carrière dans un secteur d’activité autre que le 
paiement. « De nos jours, tout profil peut être intéressant 
pour contribuer à l’évolution du secteur des paiements, 
aussi bien un diplômé d’école d’ingénieurs qu’une uni-
versitaire spécialisée dans les sciences politiques », il-
lustre Isil Ugurlu, Ambassadrice EWPN pour l’Allemagne. 
Positionnement confirmé par Lieven Lambrecht, DRH 
de PwC Luxembourg : « Nous recrutons tous les profils, 
aussi bien des étudiants en école de commerce que des 
titulaires de Master en histoire. L’important est d’avoir 
une bonne méthodologie et culture générale. La con-
naissance du marché peut s’apprendre sur le terrain ». La 
situation semble donc propice au renforcement de la di-
versité au sein de l’écosystème européen des paiements.

la biométrie, l’une des technologies considérées comme 
clé pour l’évolution des parcours d’achat n’est autre que 
l’intelligence artificielle (IA). Selon les professionnels, le 
couplage entre IA et e-commerce pourrait aboutir, à ho-
rizon 2030, à une relation plus personnalisée et sécuri-
sée avec le client grâce par exemple à des recommanda-
tions sur-mesure ou encore à des achats automatisés. De 
quoi séduire une jeune génération avide d’instantanéité 
et de services digitaux, que ce soit dans le domaine du 
shopping ou du paiement. « La génération hashtag », 
selon Rory O’Neill, chief marketing officer de la société 
britannique Planet, pourrait ainsi constituer un « boost-
er » déterminant dans la fluidification des parcours cli-
ent en ligne et en magasin.

L’open banking, source d’opportunités pour les 
banques

L’autre sujet d’attention des professionnels et experts eu-
ropéens du marché des paiements n’est autre que l’open 
banking. Premier constat : s’il constitue une tendance en 
cours de développement au niveau de l’écosystème eu-
ropéen, l’open banking est déjà une réalité dans différ-
entes régions du monde. Selon Paul Stoddart, président, 
MasterCard, ce concept est à la fois nourri par la régle-
mentation et le terrain. Il s’inscrit dans une tendance 
marché claire : la nécessité de redonner le pouvoir aux 
consommateurs sur l’utilisation de ses données. Et, sur-
tout, c’est une immense source d’opportunités pour les 
banques. Refonte des modèles, nouveaux services, le 
terrain semble propice à la créativité au bénéfice des 
acteurs bancaires. Concrètement, l’open banking force 
les banques à trouver des moyens de paiement alterna-
tifs et à investir dans des solutions innovantes, comme 
par exemple les marketplaces.

Ce même cercle vertueux est observé avec l’arrivée des 
big techs sur le marché des paiements. De la même 
manière que l’open banking, cette typologie d’acteurs 
pousse à la remise en question et à la refonte des 
modèles, en sachant que des risques existent, bien 
évidemment, l’Europe étant une source incontestable 
d’intérêt pour les acteurs du Web. Ainsi, selon Yimei We-
nyang, managing director d’Alipay (Europe) : « La Chine 
est un marché très distinct de l’Europe. Ce pays con-
sidère l’Europe comme une région riche en défis. Toute 
la question repose cependant sur le fait de savoir si nous 
observerons ou pas, à terme, une harmonisation globale 
des usages en matière de paiement ? ». Une interroga-
tion à laquelle l’intéressée a répondu dans la foulée : « 
Différents aspects sont à prendre en considération et à 
étudier : les différences entre générations, les habitudes 
nationales, ou encore le clivage rural/urbain ». De quoi 
confirmer la complexité et la richesse de l’Europe des 
paiements.
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Keep your business going in the Covid-19 times

sionals).  

• There are currently few WEBINAR HOSTING spaces 
available (during the upcoming 9 months of 2020) 
for a payment solution/ merchant service provider to 
host a webinar and use this opportunity to re-engage 
with the MPE community and position yourself as 
merchant payments thought leader. We believe that 
you might be interested in generating over 200 quali-
fied merchant payment leads for your business. 

• As well as opportunity to organize your SURVEY.  By 
partnering with the MPE, you can ensure to reach 
your right target group. Click here to see our most re-
cent survey prepared by AITE.  

If you want to position yourself as a thought leader to over 
30,000 key decision-makers from European merchants, ac-
quiring banks & PSPs, processors and other industry stake-
holders from 40+ countries, please reach out to MPE team 
to get more information about the available opportunities 
mpe@merchantpaymentsecosystem.com

Due to the current Coronavirus situation, face to face meet-
ings are being canceled on a daily basis.

Even in these challenging times, we need to stay in touch 
with current and potential customers by providing rel-
evant information and continuing online education to our 
target audience. 

There are effective ways to handle this challenging situa-
tion in the real-time and online world while we are away 
from the office. 
 
Have you already switched to providing online content, 
like webinars and surveys? 

If not, the MPE team is introducing the ONLINE OPPORTU-
NITY FOR YOU:
-  TO HOST A WEBINAR/s  & 
-  ORGANIZE SURVEY 
to get your message across and interact with the MPE com-
munity (counting over 20,000 merchant payment profes-

MPE is here to help!
Online Resources & Benefits Available to 

MPE community

Special section: Covid-19 impact on
merchant payments ecosystem
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Visa applauds the move to raising
contactless payments limits in Europe

Contactless payments can help cut contagion - 
EU banking watchdog

In France, which is under a lockdown due to the coronavirus, 
Parisian bakeries are already urging customers to use con-
tactless payments. 

To protect bus drivers, authorities in the Paris region have 
also introduced an option to pay for tickets via a text mes-
sage. 

The EBA said it would allow payment firms to be exempt 
from so-called strong customer authentication, meaning 
more than one check on a customer’s identity to avoid fraud, 
up to the 50-euro ceiling.

“EBA encourages consumers and merchants to take neces-
sary sanitary precautions when providing, or making use 
of, point-of-sales terminals to pay for goods in-store that 
require a PIN, including by considering all payment meth-
ods available, such as contactless or remote payments,” the 
watchdog said. 

Payments company Worldline told Reuters it was hearing 
from some merchants that cash was no longer accepted and 
that contactless payments were encouraged or required. 

In the first few days of the lockdown in France, online bank 
N26 saw a relative increase in the transaction mix towards 
card payments versus a drop in cash machine withdrawals, 
Jeremie Rosselli, its general manager for France, told Reuters.

Authors: Huw Jones and Maya Nikolaeva
Source: Reuters

to support the rise in contactless payments limits. We know 
consumers are looking to use contactless as they shop for 
the things they need. Raising the contactless limit allows 
them to do that more easily and securely without having to 

The European Union’s banking watchdog told payment 
firms on Wednesday to make it easier for customers to make 
contactless payments, to help reduce the risk of catching 
coronavirus. 

Following advice from the World Health Organization, the 
European Banking Authority (EBA) said payment services 
firms could help to limit the spread of the virus by making 
it easier to make payments without physical contact, such 
as using cash. 

Contactless payments involve holding a debit or credit card 
above a payment terminal, or using mobile phone apps 
such as Google Pay or Apple Pay. 

The EBA said it was encouraging payment firms to increase, 
where possible, contactless payment limits to 50 euros ($54) 
per transaction, as allowed under EU rules.

People, businesses, communities and governments in Eu-
rope and worldwide are adjusting to the dramatic changes 
to everyday life caused by the global coronavirus pandemic.
Here at Visa one of the immediate areas we are working on is 

Rise in contactless transactions

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-eu-banks/contactless-payments-can-help-cut-contagion-eu-banking-watchdog-idUSKBN21C1BL
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Visa Joins Mastercard in Cutting Revenue Out-
look on Virus Impact

warning investors about how the spread of coronavirus 
might impact their business. Mastercard said last month 
it’s knocking 2 to 3 percentage points off an earlier fore-
cast, which translates to revenue growth of 9% to 10% on 
a currency-neutral basis, excluding acquisitions.

Cross-border e-commerce hasn’t been significantly im-
pacted, except for travel spending and in some Asian 
markets, Visa said.

Visa shares, which jumped 5.8% on Monday, gave back 
some of those gains after the announcement, slipping 
1.2% at 5:02 p.m. in late trading.

Author: Jennifer Surane
Source: Bloomberg

We hope to see contactless limits raised in more countries in 
Europe, to allow consumers to simply tap to pay with a card 
or mobile phone for even more purchases – no PIN required. 
We stand ready to support this broader implementation, 
with retailers and our partners in financial services.

It’s an important step, one that can help protect individuals 
and facilitate fast, reliable and secure digital payments.

Author: Charlotte Hogg , Chief Executive Officer, Europe, 
Visa

Source: Visa

The company warned that cardholders’ spending over-
seas has slowed sharply, especially for travel related pur-
chases, and that this quarter’s revenue growth will be 
about 2.5 to 3.5 percentage points lower than the outlook 
it shared on Jan. 30. Visa said it won’t give a forecast for 
future quarters until its earnings call in April.

“Cross-border growth rates have deteriorated week by 
week since the coronavirus outbreak in China, and trends 
through Feb. 28, 2020, do not yet fully reflect the impact 
of the coronavirus spreading outside of Asia,” San Francis-
co-based Visa said in a filing Monday. “As such, we antici-
pate that this deteriorating trend has not bottomed out 
yet.”

Visa joins Mastercard Inc. and PayPal Holdings Inc. in 

enter their PIN.

In the past few days, governments and the payments indus-
try in Greece, Ireland, Malta, Poland and Turkey have worked 
together to raise the contactless payments limit.

Turkey announced it is increasing the current contactless 
limit of 120TL and will only require a PIN entry for purchases 
above 250TL; while Poland has raised the limit to 100PLN, 
Ireland, Greece and Malta are raising the limit to 50EUR, and 
a number of other European countries are reviewing an in-
crease.

We applaud the swift action taken by local governments and 
the payments industry to make these changes and we com-
mend financial institutions for the efforts they have made to 
implement the required technical changes.

As with many things in life; this is easier said than done. 
What’s more, consumers can rest assured that contactless 
cards experience among the lowest fraud rates of any type 
of payment and that fraud at the physical point of sale has 
remained at historic lows in countries where contactless 
payments are widely used.

Drop-down in customer spending

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-02/visa-joins-mastercard-in-cutting-revenue-outlook-on-virus-impact
https://www.visa.co.uk/visa-everywhere/blog/bdp/2020/03/22/visa-applauds-the-1584862266745.html
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Other frauds involve emails and texts purporting to be 
from research organisations affiliated with the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health 
Organization.

The NFIB said: “They claim to be able to provide the re-
cipient with a list of coronavirus infected people in their 
area. In order to access this information, the victim needs 
to click on a link, which leads to a malicious website, or is 
asked to make a payment in bitcoin.”

It added that it expected to receive many more reports of 
fraud as the coronavirus spread globally.

Author: Patrick Collinson, Money Editor of the Guardian
Source: Guardian

Fake emails and scams about outbreak already tricked 
British public out of £800,000

The Guardian reported on March 6 that Fraudsters have 
been quick to latch on to the coronavirus outbreak, with 
fake “Centers for Disease Control” emails and other scams 
already tricking the UK public out of £800,000, according 
to the police.

The National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB) on Friday 
issued an urgent scam warning after identifying 21 cases 
of fraud involving coronavirus in February.

Ten of the frauds involved desperate buyers of face masks, 
with one person paying £15,000 for masks that were nev-
er delivered.

Police issue warning against coronavirus 
fraudsters in UK

Increase in fraud

tribute to working from home, home education (laptops, 
tablets, screens, cables, office chairs, etc.) and being at 
home (freezers, etc.). Segments such as sports equip-
ment, do-it-yourself products and sports equipment 
show double-digit growth. Thus far, online marketplaces 
seem to be doing well in this initial time of global crisis, as 
witnessed by the number of requests from sellers to join 
these platforms. Sectors such as fashion and shoes are hit 
hard, in the travel sector there is also an extreme loss of 
demand.

Lockdowns should not hamper cross-border flows of 
products

In the European Union, there are several countries that 

The current Coronavirus outbreak is causing extreme ef-
fects in online consumer spending. The crisis will put se-
vere pressure on online sales this year, notably due to sig-
nificantly lower online fashion spending and the lack of 
travel and holiday bookings. “Online shops can, however, 
play a vital role in the undesirable scenario of a total EU-
wide lockdown in the near future.” said Wijnand Jongen, 
President of Ecommerce Europe and CEO of Thuiswinkel.
org, the Dutch e-commerce association.

Impact of being at home on specific sectors 

The constraints that consumers face are currently driving 
significant growth in segments such as food and drink, 
health and grooming products, and products that con-

Coronavirus outbreak leads to varied turnover for online 
retailers, the sector could play vital role during lockdown

Impact on commerce

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/06/police-issues-warning-against-coronavirus-fraudsters-in-uk
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lene ten Ham, Secretary General of Ecommerce Europe: 
“In these times, it is crucial to keep the borders open for 
essential products and not impose further restrictions 
on import and export. We strongly support the call from 
European Commission’s President ,Ursula von der Leyen, 
to keep the borders open for import of the goods that 
people urgently need.”

Source: Ecommerce Europe

went into far-reaching lockdowns (e.g. Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain and Austria). Other government 
policies (e.g. the Netherlands, Sweden) are not yet based 
on a full lockdown. In both situations, but especially in 
the case where consumers are no longer allowed to visit 
brick-and-mortar shops, online retail can play a vital role.

Online shops, parcel delivery and postal operators work 
together day and night to meet the challenge of continu-
ing to deliver products to consumers all over Europe. Mar-

REPORT: 
„Who's Who in Payments 2020

Complete Overview of Key Payment Providers“

The Paypers articles are a part of the new Report „Who's 
Who in Payments 2020 – Complete Overview of Key Pay-
ment Providers“ prepared by THE PAYPERS, where MPE is a 

key media partner. 

To read more, please download a free copy here:
https://thepaypers.com/reports/whos-who-in-payments-2020-com-

plete-overview-of-key-payment-providers/r1241180

Industry reports

https://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/news-item/coronavirus-outbreak-leads-to-varied-turnover-for-online-retailers-the-sector-could-play-vital-role-during-lockdown/
https://thepaypers.com/reports/whos-who-in-payments-2020-complete-overview-of-key-payment-providers/r1241180
https://thepaypers.com/reports/whos-who-in-payments-2020-complete-overview-of-key-payment-providers/r1241180
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Selection of Merchant Payments’ Industry
Mergers & Acquisitions Q1 / 2020

February 2020 - Creation of a new world-class leader in 
payment services: Worldline to acquire Ingenico
Worldline SA [Euronext: WLN] and Ingenico Group SA [Eu-
ronext: FR0000125346 – ING] announce that their respective 
Boards of Directors have unanimously approved a business 
combination agreement pursuant to which Worldline would 
launch a tender offer for all Ingenico shares, consisting of an 
81% share and 19% cash transaction, as of last closing prices, 
as well as outstanding OCEANEs.

• Creation of the n°4 player in payment services world-
wide
• Proforma 2019E net revenues of € 5.3 billion and 

€1.2 billion OMDA 
• Unique combination in the payment ecosystem with a 

new global powerhouse in Merchant Services
• Combined revenue of c.€2.5 billion in Merchant Ser-

vices
• Unmatched coverage of the payment value chain 

from issuing to merchant acquiring
• Highly complementary geographical footprint
• Global reach and extensive online payment / om-

nichannel capabilities
• Leadership in POS and payment acceptance 

Source: Global News Wire

March 2020 - China's Ant Fi-
nancial buys small stake in 
Swedish fintech partner Klarna
Klarna, Europe’s most valuable fintech company, said on 
Wednesday that China’s Ant Financial Services Group had 
taken a small stake in it as the two strengthen their online 
shopping partnership. 
The Swedish ‘buy now, pay later’ app is already embedded 
in AliExpress, the international shopping platform run by e-
commerce giant Alibaba Group, an affiliate of Ant Financial. 
“The current partnership where Klarna payments are avail-
able in AliExpress should now expand to new markets glob-
ally,” CEO Sebastian Siemiatkowski told Reuters, adding that 
Klarna and Ant Financial would also develop new products. 

Source: Reuters

March 2020 - Fiserv to Enhance Omni-
commerce Experience with Acquisition of Bypass Mobile
Fiserv, Inc. (NASDAQ: FISV), a leading global provider of pay-
ments and financial services technology solutions, today 
announced the acquisition of Bypass Mobile (“Bypass”), an 
independent software vendor (ISV) and leading innovator in 
enterprise point-of-sale systems. The acquisition of Bypass 
will help power the next generation of omni-commerce 
capabilities from Fiserv, enabling enterprise businesses to 
deliver a seamless customer experience that spans physical 
and digital channels. 
Bypass provides robust back office management tools and 
rich insights engines for sports and entertainment venues, 
food service management providers and national restaurant 
chains. The acquisition builds on an existing strategic rela-
tionship through which Bypass software is integrated into 
Fiserv technology. More than 50 major stadiums and arenas 
already leverage the combination of Bypass and Fiserv tech-
nology, including Fiserv Forum in Milwaukee, Clover Park in 
Port St. Lucie, Florida and Citi Field in New York.
 
Source: Fiserv

March 2020 - Fiserv to Deepen and Expand Merchant 
Services Business with Acquisition of MerchantPro Ex-
press
Fiserv, Inc. (NASDAQ: FISV), a leading global provider of pay-
ments and financial services technology solutions, today an-
nounced that it has acquired MerchantPro Express as part of 
a broader strategy to expand the Fiserv merchant services 
business and grow the company’s partner-based distribu-
tion.
The combination will bring together market-leading pay-
ment solutions from Fiserv, including CoPilot, CardPointe® 
and Clover®, with the proven and sophisticated onboarding 
and service of MerchantPro Express.

Source: Business Wire

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/02/03/1978474/0/en/Creation-of-a-new-world-class-leader-in-payment-services-Worldline-to-acquire-Ingenico.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/klarna-stake-antfinancial/chinas-ant-financial-buys-small-stake-in-swedish-fintech-partner-klarna-idUSL4N2AX1GL
https://newsroom.fiserv.com/news-releases/news-release-details/fiserv-enhance-omni-commerce-experience-acquisition-bypass
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200303005429/en/Fiserv-Deepen-Expand-Merchant-Services-Business-Acquisition
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PSD2 SCA: How Can Merchants and Payment
Providers Maximize Acceptance

Learnings from interviews of 36 European Acquirers/PSPs
Apr 16th, 4pm CEST

Speakers & Panelists

Register for the webinar here

Alan Moss
(Moderator)

Head of Fintech &
Payments
BlueSpecs

Arjun Kakkar
Vice President of Strat-

egy & Operations
Ekata

Sponsored by: PSD2 SCA is likely to impact merchants’ conversion rates, directly resulting in revenue loss. 
Many merchants know their Payment Providers’ actions but are not sure if they are doing 
enough. Getting to know what the rest of the market is offering for PSD2 SCA helps them 
make more informed decisions about their acquirers.

MPE webinars

https://www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com/intelligence-mpe/webinars/webinar-psd2-sca
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Alan Moss
(Moderator)

Head of Fintech &
Payments
BlueSpecs

Spencer McLain
Vice President &

General Manager of 
EMEA
Ekata

The New Landscape of Payments:
The Rise of Pre-Authorization Risk Assessment

Speakers & Panelists

Download webinar here

Sponsored by: As eCommerce volume is expected to grow, so do rising consumer expectations. Balancing 
fraud and acceptance is difficult for businesses, and the cost of false declines is high. Learn 
how solve the problem with pre-authorization screening in this webinar. From minimizing 
checkout friction, to enabling new consumer experiences and decreasing operating costs, 
pre-auth is the new landscape of payments.

Key takeaways:
- Why the current authorization infrastructure is broken
- How PSD2 is an opportunity to increase intelligent data sharing in payments
- All the benefits of pre-authorization screening

https://www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com/intelligence-mpe/webinars/webinar-the-new-landscape-of-payments


The most comprehensive industry overview of 
mPOS providers. The interactive map monitors the 
increasing complexity of mPOS ecosystem listing 
players coming in from different sectors around the 
Globe.

Global Map of mPOS Providers

www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com

https://www.merchantpaymentsecosystem.com/global-map-of-mpos-providers

